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INDOLE-3 -ACETIC ACID IN DOUGLAS-FIR (PSEUDOTSUGA
MENZIESII (MIRB.) FRANCO: A DEFINITIVE

ANALYSIS BY GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-
MASS SPECTROMETRY

INTRODUCTION

Plant hormone research involving the analysis of indole-3-

acetic acid (IAA) in tissues of numerous plant species has been going

on continuously for over half a century. Yet during the 40-year

period prior to 1960, conclusive evidence to support the contention

that IAA did occur in coniferous forest trees was not forthcoming.

During that span of time paper chromatographic separation of a

partitioned extract followed by a pertinent bioassay sensitive to IAA

was the most common means of isolation and identification. Tech-

niques for characterization included RI values in different solvents,

color reactions using Salkowski's or similar reagents, molecular

weight determination, instability in hot acid and sensitivity to oxidation

by peroxidases. Skillful utilization of these procedures enabled a

researcher to achieve qualitative evidence for IAA along with an

estimate of its quantitative status in the plant. Until the late fifties

these procedures were all that technology had provided and since

most authors were satisfied with the results they obtained, there was

little incentive to develop new methods. The innovations which were

introduced from time to time focused on an improvement in the

sensitivity and specificity of existing techniques.
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A decade ago a chromatographic investigation on growth hor-

mones in Douglas-fir was completed by R. J. Di.nus. The study

examined the levels of growth promotors and inhibitors present in

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsugamenziesii (Mirb. ) Franco) bud extracts

using paper chromatography coupled with the Triticum coleoptile

straight growth bioassay. His data show that the presence of indole-

3-acetic acid is "likely. " Several other growth promoting regions

from the chromatogram were also mentioned along with the classical

inhibitor p complex. The results of a study which I completed in 1968

using paper and thin-layer chromatography followed by the Avena

coleoptile straight growth test are no more convincing than the work

by Dinus. In my investigation I examined the presence of LAA in the

buds and needles of Douglas-fir. The data suggested the presence of

IAA in needle extracts and to a lesser degree in bud extracts,

It is possible that Dinus and I did detect IAA in our respective

studies, but since our results were supported only by extract analysis

in one or two solvent systems and rio other reliable methods of

chemical or physical characterization were utilized, it is quite

possible that we may have detected some other biologically active

compound. Thus, from the results of these two studies with

Douglas-fir no positive statement can be made with regard to the

occurrence of IAA in this coniferous species. At best one can only

state that the extracts of Douglas-fir buds or needles contain a
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substance which responds in a manner similar to that of synthetic

JAA during analysis by paper and thin-layer chromatography when

used in conjunction with a bioassay sensitive to auxin-like compounds.

If one then considers the existence of endogenoas organic compounds

which can alter the effects of indoleacetic acid in a bioassay, espe-

cially mono and diphenols, it is reasonable to suspect that much of the

early research examining auxin occurrence in coniferous trees was

confounded by a variety of interfering entities.

Considering the non-definitive data obtained in the studies

mentioned, I believe it necessary to utilize instrumentation and

techniques capable of providing more conclusive qualitative and

quantitative information in analyzing the auxin content of coniferous

species. I therefore began an investigation for the purpose of showing

beyond a reasonable doubt that indoleacetic acid does occur in Douglas -

fir. In addition, the seasonal variation in EAA Level during early

spring and mid-winter was sought. The object of the latter was to

substantiate the belief that LAA levels fluctuate with respect to active

growth and dormant periods. To obtain conclusive results, the use

of gas-liquid chromatography was adopted to provide basic qualitative

and quantitative information which in conjunction with mass spectro-

metry would yield definitive proof.

The development of a successful analytical technique could lay

the foundation for a more intensive search as to the behavior of this
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hormone and thus lead to a better understanding of its function and

mode of action in Douglas-fir. The involvement of growth hormones,

such as indole-3-acetic acid, in: (1) development of juvenile as

opposed to adult tissues, (2) shoot elongation with respect to apical

dominance, (3) initiation and maintenance of flower and fruit

development, and (4) differential changes in hormone levels as

affected by season, environmental stress and injury has been examined

at varying degrees of intensity in conifers. However, interpretation

of the information collected is difficult due to the absence of reliable

qualitative and quantitative measurements of LAA and other hormones

present during the execution of these phenomena. When research can

reveal how levels of endogenous IAA and other hormones vary with

respect to these physiological activities, then perhaps we can make

inferences as to how the growth and development of Douglas-fir might

be manipulated.



physiology.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The Hormone Concept and Early,Evidence
To Support Its Theory

The word hormone is derived from the Greek ThorrnaoHto

stimulate--and was first introduced by Bayliss and Starling in 1902.

They were referring to an active substance, secretin, which was

released by the pancreas in response to the injection of hydrochloric

acid into tissues of the small intestine of mammals (Thimann, 1972).

The distinctive feature of a hormone, which separates it from a

variety of compounds capable of regulating growth, i,s its profound

influence, at minute concentrations, on a specific physiological

process after being transported through the organism from a localized

site of production.

The "phenomena of correlation" was a phrase used in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to indicate the physiological proW

cess which encompassed the idea that the behavior of plants is

influenced by unknown substances which travel within the plant.

Between 1880 and 1912 two groups working with the correlation

phenomenon brought into focus, through experimentation and theo-

retical hypothesis, some of the physiological properties of plants

which would form the foundation for future research in hormone

5
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To account for the morphological differences between plant

organs, believed to be due to corresponding differences in their

material composi.tion, Sachs (1880, 1893) assumed the existence of

organ-forming substances which in minute amounts direct develop-

ment and are, by polar movement, distributed throughout the plant.

He believed that this distribution might be modified by such external

forces as light and gravity. The important aspect of these asaump-

tions, which intensified the two sapu theory of Duhame]. de Monceau

(1758), was the union of "correl.ations, normal development, galls

and monstrosities H Into one picture (Went and Thimanri, 1937).

Working with gall tissue Beijernck (1888)stipulated the presence of a

stimulating material, thought to be a protein, whIch he designated as

a growth enzyme, This view ws extended (1897) to include the

development of organisms in general, the modified theory being that

liquid substances which move freely wIthin growing tissues determine

form. This work by Betjernck was the only evidence to support the

existence of the special substance postulated by Sachs for nearly 40

years (Went and Thimanrz, 1937),

Research on tropisms, considered a. special type of correlation

phenomenon, was being completed by C. Darwin (1880) at about the

time that Sachs was formulating his theory of special substances.

Darwin, working with shoots of Canary grass seedlings, was able to

show that when the morphological tip receives a stimulus in the form
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of light it transmits this stimulus to the lower regions, which then

react. He concluded, after obtaining a negative response with the tip

covered, that there exists an influence" in the tip which is transported

to lower portions of the shoot causing the latter to bend. In 1894 the

separation between areas which perceive and those which respond was

confirmed with studies concerning the photoperiodic character of

shoots coordinated by Rother. Fitting (1907) hypothesized that the link

between perception and response was achieved through the initiation

of a polarity which spread through the cells of the organism in con-

sequence to a light stimulus.

Boysen-Jensen (1910, 1911, 1913), in a series of experiments,

examined the effects of replacing a decapitated Avena coleoptile tip to

the severed surface of the coleoptile with a small amount of gelatin.

He found that illumination of the replaced tip caused curvature

throughout the length of the coleoptile ir a manner identical to the

response of intact coleoptiles. His interpzetation of these results

indicates the presence of an irritation" of chemical nature. A light

stimulus initiates a differentiation between the respective sides of the

coleoptile tip which causes the irritation to move from the dark side

of the tip down the dark side of the coleoptile. Here the irritation

stimulates growth that results in curvature toward the light source.

Even though his experiments did reveal that the irritation is a

transmission of some "substance or of ions, " and that perception,
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transmission and response are separate properties, he did not con"

elude the existence of a specific growth promoting substance (Went

and Thimann, 1937).

Excluding the possibilities of: (1) scattered light effecting the

coleoptile base, (2) stimulus by contact, and (3) tip bending due to

asymmetric weight, Pail (1914) confirmed the experimental findings

of Boysen-Jensen. He then found (1919) that curvature, throughout

the length of the coleoptile, could be induced in the absence of the

light stimulus by asymmetrical replacement of a decapitated tip onto

the cut surface of the coteoptile. This experiment provided the basis

for his conclusion that a growth regulating center, localized in the

tip, was responsible for the internal secretion of a substance that

symmetrically traversed the tissues ofhe stem during downward

translocation. Pa1 extended his concluding remarks by suggesting

that under normal conditions the substance or Hcorretation carrier is

continually and uniformly translocated from the tip to the base.

Illumination of the tip then initiates either metabolic inter ference

photo-chemical deactivation, inhibition of downward movement or

some change in protoplasmic composition which results in differential

movement of the substance and a corresponding asymmetrical growth

response favoring the darkened side (Went and Thimann, 1937).

,tPaal s study (1914, 1919) introduced for the first time the idea

of a growth hormone theory into botanical literature and thus ignited
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the spark for extended research to isolate a specific hormonal sub.-

stance. Attempts to isolate the substance by mixing various tissue

extracts in agar and then placing the agar on a severed coleoptile in

hopes of observing some growth response proved futile (Stark, 1921),

Similar work by several other authors also resulted in negative

evidence (Went and Thimann, 1937). In 1928 an active substance was

finally isolated from the coleoptile tip by Went, who used the findings

of Paal in conjunction with a modification of Stark's technique to

achieve his goal. The method consisted of placing a decapitated

coleoptile tip on an agar block and allowing the diffusible substance to

enter the block. The block was then fixed to one side of the coleoptlle

stump at the cut surface. The response that followed was curvature

of the coleoptile away from the side on which the block was positioned,

i. e., negative curvature. The degree of curvature proved to be pro-

portional, withtn limits, to the concentration of the active substance,

a characteristic that was invaluable to the analytical future of the

Avena curvature test (Went and Thimann, 1937). This important

analytical innovation by Went represented the birth of the auxin bio-

assay, a sensitive procedure for measuring the activity of the hor-

mone in purified extracts of biological material. The use of the

Averia curvature test and subsequent assays has proved instrumental

in opening the door to investigations concerning the identity of a

substance and its rote in the regulation of plant growth and develop-

ment.
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The maintenance of normal coleoptile growth was interpreted by

Went to arise through the mutual interaction of the growth substance

with other limiting factors. This view was realized when the a.sym-

metrical growth involved in phototropism was shown to be due to an

asymetric distribution of the growth substance, the latter being the

cause of curvature (Went and Thimann, 1937).

The Emergence of Au.xins and
Indole-3-acetic Acid

In a period of 50 years, a small number of individuals provided

a theory supporting the existence of a growth hormone, a technique

for its acquisition from plants and a bioassay, the Avena test, capable

of providing quantitative information as to its status in the plant.

With such a stable foundation it is not surprising to see how the next

eight years, from 1928 through 1935, provided not only the identifica-

tion and characterization of three auxins but also considerable evi-

dence outlining many of the major functions of auxi,ns. The term

hlauxinU was first suggested by Kgl and Haagen-Smit (1931) to provide

a term that signified the unknown growth substance(s) which brought

about the specific growth reaction of the Avena coleoptile (Leopold,

1955).

Two C18 compounds which produced strong activity in the Avena

test were isolated from human urine (Kgl, 1-Iaagen-Smit, and
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Erxleben, 1933) and both malt arid corn germ oil (KgL Erxteben,

and Haagen-Smit 1934) and termed auxin a arid auxin b respectively.

Both auxins a and b were shown to occur in the lactone and acid form,

the acid being responsible for curvature of Avena coleopti].es (Went

and Thimanri, 1937).

Two lines of evidence led researchers to classify these auxins

as growth hormones. First, the molecular weights determined for

auxiri a arid b were similar to the molecular weight of the diffusible

substance present in the Avena coleoptiles designated by Went (1928).

Second, the acid -base test revealed the diffusible substance from

coleoptile tips and auxin a to both be stable in warm acid but unstable

in warm alkali (Laeopo14 1955). Since the relia.bility of these

criteria for growth hormone analysis is considered poor arid neither

auxin a or b has ever been positively isolated from the tissues of

growing plants, most physiologi.sts today do not consider the two C18

compounds to be growth hormones. Additional evidence to support

the renunciation of au.xins a and b as possible growth hormones was

supplied by Kgl and deBruin (1950). They were not only unable to

isolate auxin a and b but found that synthetic analogs of the two were

inactive in the Avena curvature test.

Another auxiri isolated from urine by Kgl, Erxleben, and

Haagen-Smit (1934) exhibited greater activity in the Averia test than

could be accounted for by either auxin a or b. Initial attempts to
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identify this auxin proved unsuccessful due to its apparent ease of

inactivation. However, by the use of larger urine samples and the

adaptation of Less destructive purification techniques the auxin was

eventually shown by these authors to be identical with indole-3-acetic

acid. In a parallel study, working with yeast plasmolate, Kgl and

Içosterman (1934) isolated jndole-3-acetic acid and showed that it

represented a major part of the original activity of yeast. Thimann

(1935), by using a slightly different procedure, was able to isolate

JAA from Rhizopus cultures and demonstrated its stability in warhi

alkali and instability in warm acid. The latter demonstration pro-

vided evidence distinguishing IAA from both auxin a and auxin b.

Evidence for the existence of iridole-3-acetic acid in tissues of

actively growing plants did not arise until after 1940 (Leopold, 1955).

Aspects of Growth and Development Attributed
to Indole-3-acetic Acid

The advent of the Avena test, besides prompting researchers

to seek the identity of proposed plant hormones, stimulated numerous

investigators to probe into the functional aspects of the hormone in

plant growth. Practical use of the Avena test quickly revealed the

characteristic of auxin to cause growth promotion at low concentra-

tions and inhibition at higher concentrations (Leopold, 1955). On the

basis of its inhibitory capacity Thimann and Skoog (1933) introduced
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the first evidence for apical dominance when they discovered that the

growth of lateral buds was inhibited by auxins formed at the plant apex.

The application of compounds possessing auxin-like activity to

plant tissue demonstrated additional physiological functions of auxins.

A study by Went (1934) provided evidence to show that au.xin could

stimulate the formation of adventitious roots, Then in 1936, LaRue

found that the application of auxin to leaves retarded leaf abscission.

This finding led to the eventual discovery that not only leaves, but all

plant organs exhibit a correlation between abscission and low natural

auxin content (Leopold, 1955). Gustafson (1936), working with

strawberry, demonstrated the production of seedIess fruits by

application of auxin to the ovaries of a non-pollinated flower.

Thus by the late 1930's, auxin had been designated as the

controlling agent for tropisms, apical dominance, abscission or non-

abscission of plant parts, commencement of fruit development and a

primary factor in organ formation. As a consequence of these

demonstrated effects of auxin on plant growth arose the theory that

one substance or hormone was responsible for the regulation of

several aspects involved in the physiological development of a plant

(Thimann, 1972).

A theory of more recent acceptance suggests that the coopera

tion of several different hormones, indigenous to the plant, are

responsible for the regulation of specific aspects of deve1oprxent during
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normal growth of the plant (Thimanri, 1972), Even though a basic

form of this theory was suggested by Sachs (1882), it gained appeal,

only within the past 20 years when the discovery of several additional

substances and compound classes were shown to exhibit hormonal

activity. The first compound class was the gibberellins, isolated

from the perfect form of the fungus Gibberella fujikoryi by Yabuta

and Sumiki (1938). The cytokinins composed a second class of

related compounds. The initial discovery of dephenyl urea from

coconut milk (Millar, Skoog, Okurnura, von Saltza, and Strong (1956)

and 6 furfuryl-amino purine from yeast extracts (Shantz and Steward,

1955) was the direct result of extensive investigations with tobacco

tissue cultures carried out for many years under the supervision of

Professor Folke Skoog (Thimann, 1972), The remaining two sub-

stances were initially rejected as true plant hormones: (1) ethylene

due to its gaseous nature, and (2) abscisic acid because of its inhibi-

tory action on plant tissues. Ethylene was first demonstrated in 1934

by Gane, but its role as a hormone was not accepted until after

completion and final interpretation of numerous experiments by Burg

and Burg (1964). Abscisic acid (AbA) which counteracts the effects

of growth stimulating hormones, was independently isolated in Acer

ps eudoplatanus (Gornforth, Mitbor row, Ryback, and Ware ing,

1965a), and in cotton fruits (Okhuma, Addicott, Smith, and Thilssen,

1965). Prior to its structural analysis, AbA had been referred to as
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"dormin by Wareing's group and as Habscisint by Addicott's group

(Wilkins, 1969).

Experimental findings which demonstrate various aspects of

hormonal interaction and thus lend support to the theory are listed:

(1) auxin and gibberellin interact to control cell elongation in shoots,

(Z) cell division is regulated by auxin, cytokinins, and sometimes

gibberellin, (3) the control of seed germination is under the influence

of gibberellin and abscisic acid, and (4) production and lateral trans-

port of auxin are modified by the presence of ethylene, whose pro-

duction is induced by auxin (Thimann, 1972).

To date, auxin is considered to participate actively in regulation

of the following: cell division, tropisms, cambi,al activation, cell

division in general, root formation, root growth, flowering, apical

dominance, fruit growth, parthenocarpy, and the abscission of leaves

and fruits (Thimann, 1972).

Considering the knowledge accumulated in hormone physiology

one can no longer view the plant as a simple colony of cells, but must

realize that its growth, movement, and development is synchronized

by the interaction of various growth hormones being translocated

through the plant in extremely minute quantities (Leopold, 1955).

Techniques for Characterization of IAA from
Plants: An Historical Review

The problem which has confronted plant hormone physiologists
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since LAA was first described is the isoLation and conclusive identifj.ca-

tion of the hormone in tissues of higher pLants. Even though numerous

authors have attempted definitive analysis of IAA in plants, few have

achieved results to support unequivocally their claim, especially with

respect to analytical research on coniferous and deciduous trees.

Cons idering the lack of a recent review to discuss collectively the

historical development of analytical procedures for extraction purifica-

tion and analysis of IAA, I will briefly review the classical methods

and then examine, in greater detail, the techniques introduced in

recent years.

Extraction

Diffusion

The two standard procedures for auxin extraction from plant

tissue are by diffusion into agar and solven.t extraction. The major

problem encountered with diffusion is the extremely low quantity of

TAA obtainable by this method (Bentley, 1961a). This was indicated

in a recent investigation of buds and shoots from Douglas-fir, in

which Young (1961) presented results that revealed the complete lack

of diffusible auxin in test plants. Other authors however, using a wide

variety of plant species, including conifers, have provided evidence to

support the claim that a diffusible substance, resembling au.xin, does
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occur in living plant tissue (Zimmerrnann, 1936; Scott and Jacobs,

1964; Zaerr, 1967). Regardless, the problem still remains, for defin-

itive determination of IAA the initial levels extracted must be high

enough to allow for loss during purification, an asset not indigenous to

the diffusion method. A second problem eoncountered in earlier studies,

which dealt with auxin inactivation at the cut surface, was alleviated

through the use of preventative steps established by Larsen (l95a).

The basic advantage of the diffusion method is the purity of the

initial extract with respect. to high lipid content. Unfortunately the

presence of interfering components, especially mono and poly

phenols, still complicates the situation, making purification steps a

necessity and the subsequent loss of IAA to levels below detection a

major concern (Scott and Jacobs, 1964).

Solvent Extraction

Extraction by use of an organic solvent provides for the removal

of free" auxins during initial extractions and the enzymatic release

of 'bound" auxins by increasing the duration of the extraction period

(Leopold, 1955). The solvents most commonly utilized are methanol,

ethanol, chloroform, diethyl ether (Thimann and Skoog, 1940) and

more recently methylene dichioride (Powell, 1964; Stowe and

Vendrell, 1967). The higher auxin levels obtained by solvent extrac-

tion are accompanied by the release of excessive amounts of lipids,
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phenols, and pigments especially when working with tissues of

deciduous and coniferous trees. Thus the high degree of purity

required for definitive analysis of IAA is difficult to obtain (Bentley,

1961a). By observing a certain degree of caution however, auxin-like

activity can be detected after completion of standard purification pro-

cedures (Bentley, 1961a; Giertych, 1964).

Centrifugation

A method recently developed (Goldschtnidt and Monselise,

1968a) incorporates the advantages of both the diffusion and solvent

methods of extraction, i. e. , the initial extract is essentially free of

pigments and lipids and the auxin present is easily detected after a

few purification steps. The initial purpose of the method was to

stimulate the rooting of shoot cuttings (Kawase, 1964), but evidence

for the presence of IAA in the centrifugate prompted Golds chmidt and

Monselise (1968a) to adopt the procedure for extraction of IAA from

the shoots of citrus, The technique, termed centrifugation, enhances

the normal process for polar transport of auxin by maintaining a

constant basipetal. force on a tightly packed bundle of leafless shoots.

It should be noted that this method has distinct potential for use in the

extraction of abscisic acid and various gibberelliris, two additional

classes of plant hormones known to occur in shoots,

An important aspe:ct of auxin extraction is to obtain, as near as
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possible, the total quantity of endogenous IAA present in the tissues

under investigation. Ideally this should be done in conjunction with the

release of a limited quantity of interfering components. Achieving

such desired conditions will allow for a more reliable qualitative and

quantitative analysis of the IAA contained in tissue samples.

Purification

Solvent Partition

Purification is essential when attempting a definitive analysis of

indole-3 -acetic acid present in plant extracts. Its necessity originates

from the inability of known analytical techniques to provide reliable

data when used with a crude extract, Thus procedures for separating

IAA from interfering components must be performed prior to the

effective use of any analytical method capable of detecting or charac-

terizing IAA.

The separation of acidic and non-acidic fractions by partition-

ing between ether (Larsen, 1955a, b) or methylene dichioride

(Powell, 1964) and water at varied pH values provides a useful pre-

liminary purification of the extract, Solvent partitioning of this type

assumes a wide variety of modifications depending upon the degree of

separation between the various indole types, acidic, neutral, and

basic, one wishes to achieve (Srivastava, 1963k 1964; Goldschmidt

and Monselise, 1968b; Goren and Goldschmidt, 197O)
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An additional partition method, which can be used in conjunction

with the standard technique mentioned, provides for the removal of

lipids. Involved is an acetonitrile:hexane partition which separates

acidic indoles from lipid components, the acetonitrile quantitatively

retaining IAA (Nitsch, 1955; Dinus, 1963; Stowe, 1969).

Paper Chromatography

The advent of paper chromatography provided an interesting and

valuable tool for separation and identification of plant growth hor-

mones such as indole- 3-acetic acid. First introduced by Consden,

Gorden, and Martin (1944), its applicability for the separation of IAA

from plant extract components was not attempted until 1951 when

Pacheco utilized the technique for auxin analysis of apple juice. Since

that time the method has been the primary means of separating

extract components and in many cases the basis for qualitative

analysis of IAA (Larsen, 1955a; Bentley, 1961a; Giertych, 1964).

Paper chromatography, in most instances, functions on

the principle of compound separation by partition between two

liquid phases, with cellulose (paper) providing an inert support.

The rate at which extract components travel on the paper

differs depending on their distribution ratios between solvents,

a phenomenon which permits separation (Ewing, 1969). There-

fore, the choice of solvents for paper chromatography
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is critical. As a result, the search to find a suitable solvent combina-

tion, which yields adequate component separation for the in situ

analysis of IAA or allows its removal accompanied by a minimum of -

interfering components, received much attention in the early fifties.

Of the many combinations tested isopropanol:ammonia:water (10:1:1,

v/v) provided the best results (Bennett, Clark, and Kefford, 1952). It

is considered the most efficient solvent system for satisfactory

separation of IAA from extract components and is still used widely

with paper chromatography (Allen, 1960; Clark and Bonga, 1963;

Giertych and Forward, 1966; Elias son, 1969; Steen, 1972). A modifi-

cation of the standard technique, referred to as two dimensional

paper chromatography, is advantageous when a higher degree of

extract purity is desired (Bentley, 1961a; Dullaart, 1970).

If paper chromatography is chosen for preliminary separation of

extract components, care should be taken to avoid the Tttransfer

phenomena'1 described by Nitsch and Nitsch (1960). The phenomena

occurs with indoles, especially indole-3-acetonitrile and indole-3-

acetic acid, and concerns the transfer of active substances from one

paper chromatogram to another. Transfer is dependent upon tempera-

ture, length of equilibration perio& and is exceptionally noticeable

with solvent systems containing volatile solvents. The best pre-

cautionary measures appear to be the use of separate equilibrium
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solvents of a non-volatile nature.

Electrophores is

Electrophoresis, a useful purification tool, was developed ir

1937 by Tise].ius and operates on the principle that within a mixture o

compounds, usually proteins, each component with its characteristic

surface electrical charge will respond to an applied electrical poten-

tial in a unique and different manner at a given pH (Conn and Stumpf,

1967). Its use in plant hormone research is not common but it has

been used periodically as a final purification step prior to analysis by

paper -chromatography, colorimetry or a bioassay. If the plant

extract has already been reasonably purified then electrophoresis may

also be used as supporting evidence in auxin analysis by determination

of its electrophoretic mobility (Hamilton, Ba.ndurski, and Grigsby,

1961; Kefeli, Turetskaya, and Sarapuu, 1964; 1-Iemburg, 1972).

Countercurrent Distribution

Countercurrent distribution, a partition method used even less

frequently in auxin research than electrophoresis, allows for the

quarttit3tive separation of a mixture of substances having different

partition coefficients (Ewing, 1969). Utilizing this technique Holley

(1951) was able to separate auxins from partially purified cabbage

22



tissue extracts and in a more recent study Mendez (1967) employed

countercurrent distribution to help isolate IAA from barley extracts.

Column Chromatography

Column chromatography provides an easy and efficient means of

separating and collecting components of plant extracts. It employs a

vertical glass column to support the active material used in component

separations.

The packing, in the form of a fine, granular solid, may be
any of a large variety of substances if it is to function as an
adsorbent, or an inert hydrophilic material such as hydrous
alumina or silica if it is to support an aqueous stationary
phase, or an ion-exchange resin, if the sotutes to be
separated are ionic (Ewing, 1969).

Choice of an appropriate solvent system, whether aqueous or organic,

is dependent on the packing material and the physical and chemical

characteristics of the components to be separated.

In the early 1950's investigations involving column chromato-

graphic purification of plant extracts using Al203 (alumina) as the

solid support were introduced by Linser (1951). Following his lead

Bonde (1953) and Linser, Mayr, and Mascheck (1954) used an alumina

column to separate indole-3-acetic acid from components contained in

extracts of Xanthiam and Brassica respectively.

The use of silicic acid was first tested in a vertical column by

Bulen, Varner, and Burrell (1952) to isolate organic acids present in

23
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plant extracts. The method was not applied to the separation of plant

indoles until 1960 when Powell performed a detailed study to find the

most efficient conditions for separation of tryptophan metabotites.

Using column conditions which appeared to yield the most satisfactory

results, he examined extracts of cabbage heads and peach ovules ancL

was able to demonstrate IAA activity in the latter (Powell, 1960).

Investigating the applicability of numerous solvents to increase

component separation on the silica gel column provided Powell (1963)

with a combination which proved successful in isolating JAA from

maize and indole-3-acetonitrile from cabbage (Powell, 1964).

Celite, an analytical grade of diatornaceous silica, has been

used to remove chlorophyll and other pigments from plant extracts.

The method represents a true partition using a buffered aqueous phase

adsorbed on celite with ether as the mobile phase (Hamilton,

Bandurski, and Grigsby, 1961; Schneider, 1972), Verzilov (1972)

combined the use of a celite column and a silica gel column to achieve

satisfactory purification and component separation in tissue extracts

of maize and apple leaves.

Another column chromatographic procedure utilizes cellulose

as the support. En a study by Sirois (1963), cellulose powder was

employed as a preliminary purification step prior to solvent partition-

ing. The extract was applied and the components eluted with 10%

ethanol, yielding a degree of purification similar to that obtaited
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with the silicic acid column. Similar use of powdered cellulose was

made in the purification of extracts from leaves of white cabbage

(Burnett and Audus, 1964) and barley seedlings (Mendez, 1967).

In the past decade Poly clar AT, an insoluble form of poly-N-

vinyl-pyrrolidone (PVP), has been used successfully in protein

purification for the separation of tannins and polyphenols from plant

tissue extracts via hydrogen bond formation (Hulme, Jones, and

Wobltarton, 1964; Loomis and Battaile, 1966). The technique has

been used for purification of abscisic acid from tissue extracts of

birch, lemon, and yew (Lenton, Perry, and Saunders, 1971).

Recently, using seedlings of Cuprcssus arizonica, Glenn, Kuo,

Durley, and Pharis (1972) demonstrated that the enhancement in

bioas says for gibberellins was a consequence of employing the

technique. Glenn et aL discovered that several of the gibberelliris

plus abscisic acid, indole-3-acetic acid, and zeatin could not only be

separated from one another but freed from a large quantity of inter-

fering extract components as well. By adjustments in the pH of the

eluting solvent, they were able to increase the efficiency of separa-

tion, thus obtaining the desired hormone in a more highly purified

state, The technique is especially useful for purification of plant

tissues containing significant amounts of phenols and tannins, i. e.,

deciduous and coniferous trees, and its use should be considered if

interference due to such components poses a problem.
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Recently the use of ion-exchange chromatography was introduced

for application in purification of plant extracts containing acidic

indoles. The basic principle involves an electrostatic interaction

between the normal charge on the resin surface and exchanging ions.

Ionizable compounds, such as IAA, travel down the column at a rate

dependent on: (1) their degree of ionization, a function of the eluting

solvent pH, (2) the concentration of component ions, and (3) the

relative affinities of the various ions in the extract for charged sites

on the resin. Typical ion-exchange systems include synthetic resin

polymers (Dowex 50) and cellulose derivatives (DEAE cellulose)

(Conn and Stumpf, 1967).

Diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) cellulose, an anion-exchanger which

possesses high absorptive capacities, was used by Chen and Gholson

(1972) in developing an efficient procedure for the separation and

quantitative recovery of synthetic tryptophan metabolites. In an

earlier study Burnett and Audus (1964) used DEAF cellulose for the

purpose of distinguishing between indole-3-acetonitrile and its hydrol-

ysis product LAA in partially purified extracts of white cabbage leaves.

Polystyrene sulfonic acid (Dowex 50-trimethylammonium form),

a strongly acidic cation-exchanger, which provides purification and

separation of components with low molecular weights and ionizable

groups was used by Raj and Hutzinger (].970a) and Ehmann and

Bandurski (1971) in preparation for IAA analysis. Raj and Hutzinger,
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aware that electrostacially held ions could be eluted differentially by

adjusting the ionic strength and p1-1 of the eluting solvent, were able to

separate naturally occurring indoles into acidic, basic, aniphoteric,

and neutral fractions. The procedure proved equally efficient and less

harsh than normal solvent partitioning which often allows undesirable

chemical modification. The study by Ehrriann and Bandurski. (1971),

which sought isolation and chemical characterization of esters of IAA

and myoinositol, demonstrated that by changing the pH of the buffered

eluting solvent from 3. 4 to 5. 8 the el,ution volume of IAA decreased by

a factor of ten. As a consequence IAA was separated from several

interfering components whose elution from the column was unaffected

by the pH change.

These studies reveal a special chemical and physical versatility

inherent to ion-exchange chromatography and thus indicate a distinct

potential for further use of this technique in preliminary purification

and separation of plant extract components prior to J.AA analysis.

Another approach to vertical column separation of plant extracts

is gel filtration which obeys the laws of chromatography but employs

a stationary phase that consists of beads of porous polymeric material.

The substrate most commonly used is Sephadex, a cross linked dex-

trin. The degree of adsorption on Sephadex depends on the size

relationship between the molecule and the pore, the smallest mole-

cules being adsorbed the strongest over the longest period of time. By
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this method a mixture of molecules of varying chemical and physical

characteristics, i.. e., a plant extract, can be separated according to

their respective molecular weight, structure, arid reactive groups

(Ewing, 1969).

Elution of Sephadex G-25M with an organic solvent system

effectively separated several naturally occurring synthetic indol.es of

similar chemical and physical character, an accomplishment not

satisfactorily demonstrated by Sephadex 0-10, G25, or L1-1-2O (Raj

and Hutzinger, l970b), On the other hand, Sephadex G-l0 eluted with

distilled water provided excellent separation of JAA in tissue extracts

of maize kernels (Ueda and Bandurski 1969). Employing Sephadex

LH-20, Steen and Eliasson (1969) demonstrated its usefulness in

separation of both abscisic acid and indole-3-acetic acid from partially

purified tissue extracts of Picea abies, The applicability of Sephadex

LH-20 was confirmed by Eliasson (1969) and Alden and Eliasson (1970)

in similar investigations with Populus tremula and Finns sUvestris

respectively.

Thin-layer Chromatography

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) refers to separations which

occur in a coating of powdered material adhering to a smooth support,

usually a glass plate. Assuming a suitable binder is available to

ensure adherence to the glass, any substrate used for column
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technique is broad and separations may take place by adsorption,

partition, ion-exchange, or gel permeation (Maier and Mangold,

(1964).

Silicic acid with a gypsum binder (silica gel G) is used more

widely than any other substrate for the purification of plant extracts

by TLC, It functions via adsorption, and the efficiency of separation

is governed by onets choice of an appropriate solvent system, the

degree of extract component solubility in the solvent, and the affinity

of these components for the substrate, Boctor (1972) employed silica

gel TLC for separation of synthetic tryptophan metabolites and

MacNeil, Hausler, Frei, and Hutzinger (1972) reported the charac-

terization of naturally occurring synthetic indoles through a combina-

tion of TLC separation and in situ fluorescence spectroscopy. Separa-

tion of endogenous IAA from extract components of maize, Nicotiana

and Pseudotsuga menziesii was accomplished by Tafuri (1966), Bayer

(1967), and DeYoe (unpublished results)1respectively. Two dimen-

sional thin-layer chromatography, which enhances the separation of

endogenous indoles and extract components, was successfully adopted

by Dullaart (1970) for the isolation of IAA from root nodule extracts

of Alnus glutinosa.

Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) may be used as a binder with

silicic acid in place of, or in addition to, the gypsum binder, The use

'Results of an undergraduate study completed in 1968 under the
direction of Dr. J. B. Zaerr,
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of carboxyrnethy-icellulose provides a layer that is riot powdery,

adheres strongLy to the glass plate, and forms a very smooth thin

layer. Obreiter and Stowe (1964) found component separation on

silicic acid -CMC thiri layers to be equally distinct to results obtained

with silica gel G, while the time required for the solvent front to

reach 10 cm was cut in half. Obreiter also demonstrated minimized

spot spreading wi,th carboxymethylcellulose, this being confirmed in

a Later study by Grunwald, Vendrell, and Stowe (1967). The satis-

factory separation of closely related indotes was improved by the

addition of carboxymethylcellulose to silica gel G (Grunwald,

Vendrell, 3nd Stowe, 1967) and in an extension of this investigation

endogenous IAA present in maize extracts was separated and readily

detected on silica gel G-CMC chromatograms (Stowe and VendreU,

1969).

Two independent studies incorporated silica gel G thin layers for

separation of methylated derivatives of acidic indotes (Hornemann and

Floss, 1968; Sy-öno and Furuya, 1972). The initial study by Flornemann

revealed reproducible separation of closely related indole methyl

esters while Syono, in his investigation, concerning the effect of

cytokinin on auxiri content of tobacco callus, demonstrated the

presence of the IAA methyl ester in tissue extracts.

Since silica gel G has been implicated in partial destruction of

LAA during separation and the granules stispected of interfering with
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the Avena section test, Ohwaki (1966) selected cellulose powder for

use in purification and separation of diffusible extract components of

corn coleopti.les and demonstrated the isolation of certain indole

derivatives. Raj and Hutzinger (1970b) employed cellulose thin layer

plates to achieve satisfactory separation of naturally occurring

indoles, In an attempt to explain reported contradictions concerning

the efficiency of silica gel and powdered cellulose in TLC separations,

Sagi (1969) discovered that increased drying time greatly reduced

measurable IAA activity of eluates from only the silica gel plates.

He attributed the differential loss of IAA to atmospheric oxidation,

which occurred more readily in silica gel layers than cellulose layers

due to the greater surface area of the former.

The applicability of polyamide thin layers in separation of indole

derivatives was successfully tested by Wang, Tang, and Lai (1967),

Their investigation revealed evidence for polyamide adsorption of the

acidic hydrogen of the pyrrole nitrogen, presumably via hydrogen

bonding. Shortly after this demonstration of indole separation on

polyamide layers, Graham (1968) employed the technique and obtained

results supporting its use in separation of mono and poly phenols.

Railtori (1972) considered the possibility of utilizing the hydrogen

bonding resin for removal of phenolic components from plant extracts

in order to alleviate phenol interference in auxin bioassays Pre-

liminary attempts using short polyamide columns failed to separate
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the auxins and phenols present in tissue extracts of Solanum aridigena.

Therefore a thin-layer technique employing MN Potygrarn polyamide

sheets affixed to chromatographic plates by polyethylene adhesive tape

was developed. Information obtained from a bioassay revealed syn-

thetic IAA to be efficiently separated from interfering mono and poly

phenols when Solanum tissue extracts were subjected to polyamide

thin-layer chromatography. The absence of polyamide TLC in the

purification procedure permitted extensive s ynergis tic interference

by phenols.

Mandell (1965) incorporated the use of an infra-red transparent

membrane filter, Millipore TH, which has windows in the N-H,

carbonyl and aromatic C-H regions, to provide for the separation of

acidic indoles accompanied by their simultaneous analysis via infra-

red spectroscopy. Since Millipore TH is soluble in most organic

solvents the u8e of isopropanol:ammoni.a:water (8:1: 1, v/v) or

butanol:acetic acid:water (12:3:5, v/v) was employed to ensure mem-

brane intactness during separation of indole acids, Results indicated

the method to yield adequate separation of synthetic indole derivatives,

but, if indol,e concentrations were too low bonding interactions between

chrornatographed substances and cellulose ester molecules of the

membrane decreased the usefulness of the N-H moiety in distinguishing

between IAA and indole-3-carboyxlic acid. This was remedied by

increasing the indole concentrations of the sample spot prior to
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membrane chromatography which resulted in sharpening both the N-H

and aromatic C-H absorption peaks on the infra-red spectrogram.

A recent instrumeritational modification by L,irio (1973) combines

thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and gas -liquid chromatography

(GLC). The TLC-GL,C system has the potential to provide complete

separation and analysis of components from partially purified plant

extract samples.

The gas chromatograph, incorporated into investigations on plant

hormones in the early 1960's, is a highly efficient instrument capable

of component detection at concentration levels in the pico:gram to

nanogram range. A basic requirement for tts use dictates that the

components to be separated and/or analyzed must be volatile, or made

to be volatile by some means of derivatization. Volatile compounds

move through the column as a function of column temperature, carrier

gas flow rate, and the particular chemical and physical characteristics

of the stationary phase selected. Gas-liquid chromatography when

used as a means of component separation prior to analysis provides

highly reliable evidence for the occurrence of IAA in plant extracts.

The endogenous IAA isolated by GLC can then be collected from the

detector end of the column and characterized by a variety of techniques.

In 1964 two investigators working independently used GLIC as the

final separation procedure prior to analysis by spectrofluorimetry

(Powell, 1964; Stowe and Schilke, 1964). A similar technique
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employed by Bayer (1969) provided strong evidence for the presence

of IAA in tissue extracts of tobacco. St. John, Brook, and Biggs

(1967) compared spectrofluorimetry with spectrophosphorirnetry for

analysis of acidic indoles separated by GLC, They indicated that,

without GLC, separation of closely related indoles would not have been

satisfactory for analysis by fluorimetry or by the more conclusive

method of phosphorimetry,

Infra-red spectrophotometric analysis was adopted for a study

by Low and Freeman (1967) who measured the infra-red spectra of

components separated and eluted from a GLC column. Even though

their samples did not contain any indole derivatives, their results

revealed separation to be distinct and sufficient enough to allow for the

use of the gas-liquid chromatography-infra-red spectrophotometry

system for isolation and identification of plant indoles.

Additional analytical techniques which have not been used in

combination with GLC to help characterize endogenous JAA, but have

that potential, are mass spectrometry and mass fragmentography,

These methods, which are closely related, can undoubtedly provide

definitive evidence of IAA in plant extracts.

Analysis

The two major obstacles that hamper definitive investigations

of indole-3-acdtic acid in plant extracts are the extremely low levels
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at which LAA occurs and the presence of components which interfere

with its analysis. Procedures for extract purification and separation

of components, especially gas-liquid chromatography, can provide

adequate separation of fAA. Subsequent analysis of LAA, which has

been partially or fully isolated, necessitates the use of highly specific

and sensitive techniques to permit characterization. The classical

methods, used prior to 1950, and even same developed more recently,

lack the specificity and occasionally the sensitivity to demonstrate

conclusively the occurrence of endogenous IAA in plant material.

Today, several analytical techniques not only offer sensitivity at low

concentrations but finally provide the specificity not inherent to

earlier methods. The remainder of this review will deal with analyti-

cal techniques of the past and more importantly those with the potential

to provide definitive evidence in the future.

The Bioassay

Bioassays were used with the early analytical procedures, to

provide supporting evidence for the presence of IAA in extracts of

plant tissues. First described by Went in 1928, the Avena curvature

test attained sensitivities in the nanogram range and is still the most

sensitive of all the auxin bioas says. Comparable in sensitivity is the

pea root assay which can detect equally low levels of IAA, but it lacks

the detection versatility of the Avena curvature test (Leopold, l955)
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Assays incorporating straight growth of coleoptile sections were

initiated by Bonner (1933, 1949) using Avena and Triticurn. Thimann

and Schneider (1939) using Pisum epicotyls stadied the straight growth

responses induced by auxin application and derived an appropriate

assay. Such straight growth assays although not as sensitive as the

Avena curvature test, were simple to perform and responsive over a

wide range of concentrations (Larsen, 1961). Additional bioassays,

sensitive in varying degrees to LAA, are described in detail in the

literature and will not be discussed in this review (Larsen, 1955a,

1961; Leopold, 1955; Mitchell and Livingstone, 1968).

The Classical Methods

Classical methods used in conjunction with the bioassay for

characterization of plant auxins were based on determination of basic.

physical or chemical characteristics of indole derivatives. They

required the use of excessively large quantities of plant material so

that enough of the desired component, IAA, remained after the exten-

sive purification and separation procedures, necessary to isolate IAA,

were completed. The early authors used one or a combination of four

different analytical methods to identify LAA. These were: determina-

tion of molecular weight or the diffusion coefficient (Went and

Thtmann, 1937; Kramer and Went, 1949; Fransson, 1953; Larsen,

1955a), acid/base sensitivity test (Haagen-Srnit, Dandliker, Wittner
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and Murrieek, 1946, Larsen, 1955a), susceptibility to enzymatic

oxidation (Larsen, 1940, 1951), and melting point fluctuation (Haagen-

Smit, Leech, and Bergren, 1942).

The reliability of these classical, methods for auxin analysis is

considered questionable primarily because unreLated extract com-

ponents can yield results similar to that of IAA. However, by using a

combination of these techniques reliability can be enhanced arid

reasonable evidence obtained.

Paper and/or Thin-Layer Chromatography

The advent of paper chromatography introduced not only an

efficient means for purification and separation of plant extract com-

ponents bat. allowed for the analysis of components by calculation of

Rf values (distance traveled by component of interest divided by

distance traveled by solvent front) in varying solvent systems. The

Rf value is a function of the solvent system used; thus, by repeating

sample applications in different solvent systems one can compare Rf

values of the extract component with control applications of synthetic

IAA. Thin-layer chromatography performs a similar role except that

Rf values are a function of the adsorbent chosen as well as the solvent

system, thus providing more versatility with respect to component

separation, which results in a more reliable analysis.

The major problem one encounters is the inability to detect LAA



on a paper or thin-layer chromatogram without analytical help.

Assistance comes through the analysis of the component(s) at an RI

value identical to that of synthetic LAA by using one or a combination

of the following techniques: (1) bioassay, (2) chemical color reac

tions, (3) colorimetry, (4) UV spectrophotometry, (5) fluorimetry,

(6) phosphorimetry, and (7) infra-red spectrophotometry.

Paper Chromatography-Bioassay System

As previously mentioned, reviews covering description and

procedures for the major bioassays are available (Larsen, 1961;

Mitchell arx4 Livingstone, 1968). When paper chromatography was

introduced into plant research attempts were made to improve old and

introduce new assays which performed well in conjunction with the

new method of component separation, yet retained their sensitivity

and specificity toward auxins. The majority of these, like the one by

Bentley and Housley (1954) and one of greater significance and popu.-

larity by Nitsch and Nitsch (1956) dealt with improvements of the

Averia coleoptile straight growth assay. Modified straight growth

assays were also demonstrated using Avena by Crosby, Berthold,

and Spencer (1961) and Sirois (1966, 1969). In 1960, Allen introduced

an assay using hypocolyl sections of Pinus elliotti.i. Similar attempts

to use coniferous tissue as assay material have been tried but the

sensitivity and reliability of these tests with respect to the conven-

tional assay is usually poor.

38
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The number of authors, since the mid.4940's, who have used

paper or thin-layer chromatography coupled with an appropriate

bioassay for determination of endogenous IAA is considerable, This

high level of interest is due to the ability of the combined techniques

to provide strong supporting evidence for IAA in plant genera of wide

diversification. Auxin research representative of analytical investiga-

tions on different plant genera, published over the past 20 years, is

presented in the following list: (1) strawberry (Nitsch and Nitsch,

1956), (2) corn kernels (Hamilton, Bandurski, and Grigsby, 1961),

(3) citrus (Goldschmidt, Monselise, and Goren, 1970), (4) Popalus

tremula (Eliasson, 1969), (5) Quercus robur (Mi.chalslci, 1969),

(6) Abies balsamea (Clark and Bonga, 1963), (7) Pseudotsuga mejizie-

sii. (Zimmermaun, 1936; Dinus, 1963), several species of Pinus

(Ogasawara, 1961a, b; Giertych and Forward, 1966; Wodzi.cki, 1968)..

Even though there is extensive representation of paper

chromatography-bioassay analysis of endogenous IAA in the literature,

this does not mean that the claims made by many authors are valid.

The inability to detect and/or identify IAA arises from insufficient

purification and separation of extract components, and the lack of

specificity of bioassays in general. With respect to paper chroma-

tography Nitsch and Nitsch (1960) found that IAA transfer between

paper chromatogram strips was possible thus altering the reliability

of the data obtained. In a recent study by Novacek (1973) errors
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acquired in thin-layer chromatography, which apply to paper as well,

were divided into three categories: (1) systematic, (2) operational,

and (3) those caused by impurities. The latter is the most unpredict-

able and becomes quite troublesome when working with plant material.

This is evidenced by studies involving the evaluation of phenolic

interference on analysis of LAA in certain bioassays (Henderson and

Nitsch, 1962; Andreae and Collet, 1969). Zenk and Muller (1963)

categorized the interference by mono and polyphenols as due to either:

(1) growth promoting acids, (2) inhibitory acids, or (3) acids effecting

neither growth nor inhibition directly. Confirmation for these divi-

sions arises out of numerous investigations reporting predictable

bioassay interference when LAA becomes associated with various

phenolic acids (Pilet, 1966; Tomaszewski and Thimann, 1966;

Andreae and Collet, 1969). Since plant tissues contain varying amounts

of mono and polyphenols, some of which tend to follow IAA through

purification and separation steps, data acquired through biological

assay of plant extracts is questionable not only in a quantitative sense,

but in a qualitative sense as well (Giertych, 1964).

Chromogenic Reagents

To support the information obtained from analysis of endogenous

IAA by the paper chromatography-bioassay procedure, Tang and

Bonner (1947) and Gorden and Weber (1951) re-introduced and
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improved quantitative modifications of the Salkowski reagent initiated

by Mitchell and Brunstetter in 1939. The modified Salkowski reaction

proved specific for indole derivatives in general. However, absolute

identification of a particular indole was unreliable since certain

indole derivatives and non-iridolic extract components were found to

react with the reagent in a fashion similar to that of IAA (Leopold,

1955). Similar results were obtained by Stowe and Thimarin (1954)

and Sen and Leopold (1954) during adoption of the less sensitive

Ehrlich's reagent for use in analysis of indole containing plant

extracts.

The successful modification of Ehrlich and Salkowski reagents

for specialized in situ use as a spray with paper chromatograrns was

achieved by Stowe arid Thimann (1954), Sen and Leopold (1954), and

Sprince (1960). This innovation was readily accepted and its use

adopted for IAA analysis in a wide array of plant genera: (1) pea,

sunflower, and maize (Kefford, 1955), (2) strawberry (Nitsch, 1955),

apple leaves (Verzilov, Plotnikova, and Bogokova, 1972),

Pirius strobus (Ogasawara, 1961b), (5) Abies balsamea (Clark arid

Bonga, 1963), and Populus tremula (Eliasson, 1969). Inves tigatioris

examining different chromogenic reagents, or improving existing

reagents are also numerous, but most of those tested are neither as

specific nor as serisitive as the classical Salkowski or Ehrlichs
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reagent (Kefeli, 1964; Opiens ka -Blauth, Kraczkowski, B rzuszkiewica,

and Zagorski, 1965; Ohwaki, 1966; Hutzinger, 1969; Boctor, 1972),

Aside from the fact that chromogenic sprays are frequently used

in providing analytical evidence to support bioassay data, Platt and

Thimann (1956) have shown that phenolic acids, reductants and light

all have adverse effects on the quality of the Salkowski reaction with

IAA. Since plant extracts contain reductants and phenols, and may or

may not come in contact with a bright light source, it is obvious how

contaminating interference by these components could alter the

reliability of color reactions. It is highly probable that similar

interference affects the quality of other chromogenic reagents with

respect to color development. Therefore, caution shouLd be used

when interpreting data obtained by this analytical technique.

Recently a highly specific technique for the identification of

submicrogram levels of indole-3-acetic acid was developed by Stoessl

and Venis (1970). The method is simple and able to estimate IAA in

quantities ranging from 10 micrograms, the lower limit of which is

several orders of magnitude more sensitive than either Ehrlich's or

Salkowsici's reagent. The process proceeds by the boron trifluoride

catalyzed reaction of LAA with acetic anhydride which initiates forma-

tion of orange-red indole a pyrone. The significance of this reaction

is that IAA, and to a considerably lesser extent 5-hydroxy-LAA, were

the only two iridojes out of 20 trytophan metabolites to yield
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satisfactory fluorescence intensities. Similar results were obtained

using visible spectrophotometry. The method apparently works

with tissue extracts of pea and soybean and might be suitable for

analysis of IAA in coniferous extracts.

Methods of Spectrophotornetry

An extension of visual color confirmation involves spectro

photometric analysis, of the color formed by interaction of JAA and a

chrornogenic reagent, The technique relies on the ability of a sub-

stance to absorb light from the yisible region of the electromagnetic

spectrum. A slight variation of the method measures not only adsorp-

tion in the visible range but the resulting fluoresecnce or phospho-

rescence as weIj. Iridoj.e-3-acetic acid also adsorbs quantum energy

from the ultra-violet and infra -red regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum and in either case does not require prior interaction with

a chromogenic reagent.

Colorirnetr)r (Visible Spectrophotornetry). Each chr omogenic

reagent complexes with IAA to form a characteristic color, thus the

spectral. pattern or adsorption maxima produced by the adsorption of

visible light (400-700 nm) differs according to the specific color pro-

duced. Harbo and Aasheim (1962) found the maximum adsorption of the

IAA-Ehrlich's complex to be at 540 rim while Gorderi and Weber

(1951), Platt and Thirnann (1956), and Gorden arid Pal,eg (1957) found
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the adsorption maxima of the Salkowski reaction to vary between

325 rim and 335 nrn, depending on how each of the respective authors

modified the reagent,

The problem encountered with colorimetry concerns primarily

extract purity, for without a highly purified extract sample i,nter-

ference by colored components, even when present in minute amounts,

can mask IAA. The inability of calorimetry to distinguish between

closely related indoles, or other components possessing the same

color, also poses a serious problem. One solution to these problems

is to employ a reagent which will, react specifica].ly with LAA and form

a characteristic colored derivative, e. g. , indol a pyrone (Stossel

and Verzis, 1970). In order to improve the reliability of colorimetric

data, the use of this or similar reactions which isolate IAA merely by

reacting with it to a much greater extent than other components seems

to be the most promising approach.

Ultra -violet Spectrophotornetry. The estimation of indole -3-

acetic acid eluted from a paper or thin-layer chromatogram is possible

by virtue of its characteristic adsorption at 280 rim in the ultra-violet

(TJV) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. If a colored complex

of IAA is being measured then other wave Lengths, depending on the

color produced, also prove suitable for detection of IAA in the UV

(Leopold, 1955). The characteristic UV adsorption spectra of IAA is

a useful tool for determining qualitative and quantitative information
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as to the efficiency of various purification and separation procedures

and, if interference is minimal, for supporting evidence of IAAts

presence in plant extracts. However, if extract purity poses a

problem then the adsorption pattern of IAA may be masked by inter-

fering components,

Fletcher and Zalik (1963), following careful purification pro-

cedures accompanied by the use of a sensitive UV spectrophotometer,

were able to show positive response to concentrations of IAA in the

lower microgram range during studies with tissue extracts of

Phaeolus. Extract purity being a major problem when working with

coniferous species, most investigations utilizing UV detection of

endogenous LAA incorporate the techniques for use with plant genera

containing fewer interfering components: (1) corn kernels

(Srivastava, 1963), and (2) pea and soybean (Stossel and Venis, 1970).

Attempts at IAA detection in purified extracts of deciduous or coni-

ferous trees containing large quantities of phenols, tannius and pig-

mented compounds are less frequent and usually unsuccessful

(Goldschmjdt and Monselise, 1970), Verziiov, Plotnikova, and

Bogomolova (197Z) used identical preparatory steps on extracts of

maize and apple leaves but were able to provide reasonabLe UV

identification of IAA in maize extracts only. From the results of

these studies it is clear that detection of IAA by UV spectrophotometry

necessitates highly purified plant extracts.
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Fluorimetry and Phosphorimetry. Fluorescence and phospho-

rescence describe mechanisms whereby excited molecules can lose

energy. The measurement of fluorescence usually takes place at room

temperature, but few compounds reveal appreciable phosphorescence

at this temperature and therefore liquid nitrogen cooling is employed

to increase the frequency of the latter phenomenon. The requirement

for cold temperatures in phosphorimetry necessitates the use of

solvents which solidify to glasses and not crystalline solids at liquid

nitrogen temperatures (77°K) (Ewing, 1969).

The efficiency of the two photometric techniques was tested by

Freed and Salrnre (1958) and Freed and Vise (1963) for analysis of

several synthetic indole derivatives of biological interest. Since the

instrumentation for measuring fluorescence and phosphorescence dif-

fers little, they evaluated 'activation emission spectra of both tech--

niques at low temperatures (77°K) and isolated phosphorescence from

fluorescence via an attached phosphorimeter. The results of thetr

investigation revealed the following points of interest (1) phospho-

rescence was 10 times more sensitive in the microgram range than

fluorimet ry, (2) lowered temperatures increased distinctiveness of

fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra, but to a greater extent

with phosphorescence making indole derivatives distinguishable via

their phosphorescence spectra only, and (3) activation at different

wavelengths (in the UV) produced phosphorescence spectra of varied
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shapes and intensities, an important feature for obtaining more highly

specific criteria for identification (Freed and Salrnre, 1958; Freed

and Vise, 1963). A similar study by Hutzinger and Zander (1969)

confirmed these findings for analysis of both synthetic iridole deriva-

tives and bacterial extract samples. En additiori Hutzinger etal.

demonstrated that fluorescence spectra, unLike phosphorescence

spectra, are riot characteristic to indoles 3nd can easily be mistaken

for spectra of other component classes. Further evidence for the

non-specific nature of fluorescence spectra of certain indole deriva-

tives is given by Bowman, Caulfield, and Unenfriend (1963)

Regardless of the evidence showing greater selectivity and

sensitivity of phosphorescence over fluorescence the major portion of

photometric investigations involving the analysis of emission spectra

incorporate the use of fluorimetry (Burnett and Audus, 1964; Dullaart,

1970; Stoess]. and Venis, 1970; Steen, 1972). The recent introduction

of in situ fluorimetry on thin-layer chromatograms by MacNeil eta]..

provides for the analysis of microgram (0. 03 g-O. 05 .tg) quantities

of naturally occurring indoles and eliminates the task of eluting the

substance from the chromatograrri prior to analysis. It was demon-

strated that spraying the chromatogram with a dilute acid solution of

a polar compound, such as sulfuric acid or dirnethylsulfoxide, before

analysis caused an enhancement of indole fluorescence and produced

an additional pair of excitation and emission maxima useful in
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component identification (MacNeil, Hausler, Frei, and Hutzinger,

1972). Fluorimetric analysis by this method should be effective with

highly purified biological extracts, especially if separation by paper

chromatography is performed prior to thin-layer chromatography.

However, the problem of fluorescence spectra specificity still

remains,

The application of gas-liquid chromatography separation of

components in extracts of plant tissue was used by Powell (1964) to

insure isolation of endogenous indoles prior to analysis by spectro-

fluorimetry. The technique, as reported by Powell, was successful

in providing reliable evidence of IAA in corn and indole-3-carboxylic

acid (ICA) in cabbage. A similar procediire initiated by Stowe and

Schilke (1964) demonstrated satisfactory separation and semi-

definitive fluorimetric analysis of closely related synthetic indole

derivatives, Additional evidence for endogenous IAA obtained by

coupling GLC with spectrofluorimetry was reported for tissue extracts

of Nicotiana. and Pinus silvestris by Bayer (1969) and Alden (1971)

respectively.

The comparison of phosphorimetry an.d fluorimetry for analysis

of indoLe derivatives was tested by St. John, Brook, and Biggs (1967)

after separation of the derivatives by GLJC. Their results confirmed

earlier reports which demonstrated the lower detection limit of

phosphorimetry and its ability to provide superior qualitative data.
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The gas -liquid chromatography-phosphorimetry analytical system

has a favorable potential for use with plant extracts and the results

obtained should certainly prove to be more definitive than those

acquired through use of the less specific and less sensitive technique

of fluorimetry.

Infra-red Spectrphotometry. UnLike ultra-violet and visible

spectrophotometers, which also measure fluorescence and phospho-

rescence with the appropriate accessory instrumentation, the

adsorption of infra-red radiation by certain substances is measured

in a single specialized unit, the infra-red spectrophotometer. An

instrument combining measurement of the three regions of the

electromagnetic spectrum is impractical because adsorption of

infra -red relies on a different physical mechanism than that of visible

or ultra-violet radiatio.n and even though the versaility of such a

combination would be convenient, the quality and reliability of the

data received would be considerably reduced (Ewing, 1969).

The utilization of infra-red spectrophotometry in analysis

of endogenous IAA from plant tissue is practically non-existent- -

the primary reason being instrument expense and usefulness.

In addition, absolute extract purification is essential if the

complicated spectra produced by infra-red adsorption are to be

interpreted correctly. Powell (1967) tested the sensitivity

of infra-red spectrophotometry with concentrations of
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synthetic indole-3 -acetic acid ranging from 1 to 20 micrograms and

found distinct spectra with good detail at IAA levels above 5 micro-.

grams. Detection below this limit was possible, but only major

adsorption peaks were observed, In his concluding remarks Powell

made it clear that the use of this technique in analysts of endogenous

LAA would be feasible and reliable only if complete separation of

extract components were achieved. The in situ analysis of IAA on the

infra-red Millipore TH" membrane filter, described under purifica-

tion techniques is one possible answer to the problem (Mandell, 1965).

The use of gas-liquid chromatography for separation of several organic

compounds prior to infra-red analysis, which essentially solves the

contamination problem, was performed by Low and Freeman (1967),as

previously mentioned. This procedure ensures component separation

and definitive analysis of the peaks individually elu.ted from the GLC

column, All that remains is the practical application of gas-liquid

chromatography-infra -red s pectrophotometry for characterization of

endogenous IAA in plant extracts,

Gas -Liquid Chromatography

The primary function of gas-liquid chromatography is the

separation of volatile components contained tn an organic solution,

However, GLC does serve an extremely important secondary role by

virtue of its ability to isolate these components in a specific and
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reproducible fashion. When using GLC foranalytical purposes the

following operational procedures are of primary concern: (1) the

choice of a stationary phase which provides satisfactory separation of

components contained in the sample, (2) the use of a sensitive and

reliable detector, usually flame ionization or electron captures (3)

complete component derivatization, to insure sample volatilization

after injection, and (4) careful adjustment of column temperature and

flow rate of the carrier gas to attain efficient and complete separa-

tions. Subsequent analysis of components isolated from a biological

or a synthetic mixture is achieved by:(1) determination of retention

time, (2) calculation of relative retention time, and (3) application of

a procedure referred to as co-chromatography or peak enhancement.

Following the primary points of GLC operation and utilizing the tech-

niques for component analysis one can obtain reliable, semi-

definitive evidence revealing the presence of LAA in biological extracts

(Powell, 1964; Bayer, 1969; Stowe and Vendell, 1969; Alden, 1971;

Sy5no and Furuya, 1972; Verzilov, Plotnikova, and Bogomolova,

1972) or in a group of closely related indole derivatives (Stowe and

Schillce, 1964; Dedio and Zalik, 1966; Anthony, Brook, Biggs, and

St. John, 1967; Powell, 1967; Davis, Heinz, and Addicott, 1968;

Grunwald, Mendez, and Stowe, 1969). These investigations will be

explored more extensively in the results and discussion section.



Mass Spectrorrietry and Mass Fragmentography

Mass spectrometry provides coriclusive evidence for the occur-

rence and chemical and physical characterization of components

present in biological extracts. The major requirement for definitive

use of mass spectrometry is to ensure complete separation of extract

components. This separation is achieved by coupling a gas chromato-

graph and a mass spectrometers preferably into a closed, single-unit

system. The components can then be separated by gas-liquid chroma-

tography and individually eluted from the GLC column to proceed, as

neutral molecules to the ion source where ionization gives rise to

positive ions, Since ionization occurs at specific bond locations in a

molecule, the distribution of ions produced are reproducible arid

constitute a "finger print" of the original molecule, The resulting

ions are separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio (m/e)

passed through an electron mtltiplier whose sole function is to convert

the ion current to an electron current, and immediately amplified for

visual display on an oscilloscope. Mass fragmentography differs

from mass spectrometry in that the former monitors one or a few

fragments of the original molecule rather than the total ion spectrurri

(Gordon and Frigerio, 1972). Its use is primarily restricted to

occasions when background level or ion interference are such that

definitive analysis by mass-spectrometry alone is difficult or

unreliable.

52
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The separation and definitive analysis of synthetic indole deriva-

tives by GLC-MS has been demonstrated in two closely related studies

from the same laboratory (Jarnieson and Hutzinger, 1970; Hutzirzger

and Jamieson, 1970). Their data demonstrate characterization of

20 naturally occurring iridoles jn quantities of 1 microgram or less.

This suggests the successful use of the GLC-MS system for analysis

of endogerious indoLes from plant extracts, but so far, no such studies

have appeared.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection

Terminal and primary lateral shoots about 10 cm in length were

cut from 15-year-old Douglas-fir trees located at the Northwest

Forest Genetic Center near Corvallis, Oregon. The collected plant

material was stored in moist polyethylene bags at 1-3°C prior to

extraction procedures. In no instance did storage last longer than

24 hours. The three collection dates and the quantity of material

collected for each of three different extraction procedures are shown

in Table I.

Table I. Quantity of Plant Material Collected and Analyzed for Each
of Three Extraction Methods.

Fresh weight in gramsaExtraction Spring Winter Spring
5 l injectionbtechnique

1971 1971 1972

Methanol 346 332 285 . 173 . 166 . 143

Diethyl ether 338 331 269 . 169 . 166 . 135

Centrifugal 340 330 276 . 170 . 165 . 138

aFive hundred shoots, 7 cm in length, were utilized for each
extract sample.

bQuantity of plant extract injected for analysis by gas-liquid
chromatogra phy,
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Extraction

Solvent Extraction

Three separate extraction procedures were utilized in order to

test the efficiency of each method. The first two were solvent

extractions, one using 95% methanol, the second anhydrous diethyl

ether. One liter of the appropriate solvent was placed in a four liter

amber jar and weighed to the nearest gram with the lid in place.

Preparation of plant tissue for both solvent extraction methods was

identical and took place in a cold room at about 2°C. Five hundred

intact Douglas-fir shoots were trimmed to a length of 7 cm, then

stripped of their needles and sliced with pruning shears into seg-

ments about 2 cm long. The segments were immediately placed in the

preweighed jar as each batch of 50 was completed. During needle

stripping and pruning, which took about 30 minutes per 50 shoots, the

previously prepared shoots, segmented and in their respective sol-

vent, were kept at 0°F to prevent solvent evaporation.

The four-liter jars, now containing 500 Douglas-fir shoots,

were re-weighed with lid in place to the nearest gram(Table I) and

kept at 0°F during the three-week extraction period. At bi-weekly

intervals the solvent was replaced with fresh solvent. The solvent

extracts were combined at the end of the extraction period and

reduced to dryness under vacuum using a Bachi Rotary Evaporator
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(Table II and Appendix A). Each dried extract was taken up in 30 ml.

of methanol and stored in the evaporator flask at 0°F. Such pre-

cautionary storage prevents enzymatic activity capable of oxidizing

TAA and inhibits epiphytic bacteria from producing IAA (Wichner,

1968; Libbert, Kaiser, and Kunert, 1969).

Table IL Water Bath Temperatures
Maintained for Solvents During
Flash Evaporation.

Solvent Bath temperature
(°C)

Diethyl ether 15

95% Ethanol 35

95% Methanol 40

20% Methanol 45-50

Extraction by Centrifugation

The third method, centrifugation, was used initially in rooting

experiments (Kawase, 1964) and later incorporated into a possible

auxin extraction method of citrus stems (Golds chmidt and Monselise,

1968). Centrifugation was used in this study to test the reliability of

extraction by basipetal centrifugation with a conifer and thus provide a

comparison with the classical methods of solvent extr3ction.

Spring 1971

The first extraction by centrifugation made use of an
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International Centrifuge Type SB (Appendix A). This centrifuge did

not have temperature regulation and the maximum force attainable

was about 1300 x g at the shoot center.

Collected Douglas-fir shoots were trimmed to a Length of 7 cm,

stripped of their needles and placed proximal end down in glass centri-

fuge tubes. Each tube was packed tightly with about 120 stripped

shoots. Two tubes were balanced with 20% methanol, which covered

at least the lower 3 cm of the shoots. If the concentration of

methanol is less than 20% the quantity of IAA extracted is reduced.

If higher concentrations of methanol are used undesirable components

are extracted (Kawase, 1964).

One set of 240 shoots was used for a two-part extraction pro-

cess. Balanced tubes were placed opposite one another in the centri-

fuge and acceleration at a force of 1300 x g at shoot center was

maintained for 30 minutes. The centrifugal extract was then traris-

ferred to a 250 ml amber bottle nd placed in a freezer at 0°F. The

centrifuge tubes were replenished with fresh solvent, balanced and

recentrifuged for 30 minutes at 1300 x g. The centrifugal extract

was then added to the quantity previously coLlected, The force used

by Kawase and by Goldschmidt was 2000 x g, but since the instrument

in use could not attain that force it was decided to re-centrifuge all

500 shoots for an additional hour following the same procedure used

in the first hour. The centrifugal extract from the second hour was
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kept separate from that of the first hour. Both centriuga1 extracts,

hour 1 and 2, were reduced to dryness by rotary evaporation (Table

II), and stored in 30 ml methanol at 0°F. The entire process from

collection to final storage required two days. The centrifugal extract

contained essentially no colored compounds as did both the methanol

and diethyl ether extracts. Preliminary gas-liquid chromatography

revealed that about 90% of the IAA was extracted in the first hour.

Therefore in the final analysis, hours 1 and 2 were combined and

examined as the Spring 1971 centrifugal extract.

Winter 1971 and Spring 1972

Prior to the winter extraction a Sorvall Supers peed RC-Z

Automatic Refrigerated Centrifuge was made available through the

0. S. U. Botany Department (Appendix A). Use of this centrifuge made

it possible to regulate the temperature. Since indoleacetic acid is

heat-labile, extraction at low temperatures was considered desirable

(Kawase, 1964), In addition, the force obtained by the SorvaU cold

centrifuge permitted extraction at 2000 x g.

Preparation of Douglas-fir shoots for both Winter 1971 and

Spring 1972 collections was identical to the procedure followed in

Spring 1971. Due to a size difference in the centrifuge tubes designed

for the Sorvall apparatus only 50 stripped shoots were packed in each

tube. Extraction proceeded at a force of 2000 x g arid the temperature
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was maintained at 1°C during the two 30-minute extractions. This

procedure was followed until all 500 Douglas-fir shoots were

extracted. The respective centrifugal extracts were combined,

reduced to dryness and stored at 0°F in 30 ml methanol. A second

hour of extraction was not considered necessary on either the Winter

1971 or the Spring 1972 collection since the desired force and

temperature level was achieved through use of the Sorvall refrigerated

centrifuge.

Solvent Extraction: Special Collection

Prior to the 1971 winter collection it was decided to make two

extra collections. The purpose of these collections was to calculate

the quantity of IAA lost during partitioning and purification procedures

by adding to both the methanol and diethyl ether shoot extracts a known

quantity of IAA. The winter season was chosen since normal IAA

levels during this time were expected to be either very low or not

detectable. Preparation of the shoots, their placement in the respec-

tive solvent and the bi-weekly exchange of solvent extract for fresh

solvent was carried out as described for the Spring 1971 solvent

extractions. Two milligrams of synthetic IAA was added to both the

methanol and diethyl ether extracts. The extracts were then evapo-

rated to dryness and stored in 30 ml methanol at 0°F.



Solvent Partition

The methanol, diethyl ether and centrifugal extracts were all

fractionated using a technique similar to that described by Goren and

Goldschrni.dt (1970). A flow diagram is presented in Figure 1.

The extracts, stored in 30 ml. of methanol, were removed from

cold storage and evaporated to dryness on the rotary evaporator

(Table II). Each extract was then transferred from the rotary evapo-

rator flask to a 125 ml separatory funnel by dissolving the extract

residue in 50 ml of diethyl ether. The evaporator flask was rinsed

with 50 ml. of 0. iN sodium bicarbonate which was also added to the

separatory funnel. Careful rotation of the separatory funnel back and

forth permitted adequate mixing of the extract between the ether and

aqueous phase. The separatory funnel was then uncorked and left in

an upright position until a clear-cut ether-aqueous partition was

formed. The aqueous phase, containing the acidic indoles was

drained and saved. The ether phase, saturated with unwanted

components, was discarded. The basic aqueous fraction was

returned to the separatory funnel and partitioned twice more with

50 ml. volumes of fresh ether. Again the aqueous phase was saved

and the ether fractions dig carded. The basic aqueous fractions were

combined and acidified by titration with 10% hydrochloric acid solution

to pH 2. 5 to 3. 0. The resulting acidic aqueous fraction was partitioned
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three separate times using 40 ml volumes of fresh ether. Since the

acidic indoles migrate into the acidic ether fraction at pH 3. 0, the

successive acidic ether fractions were saved. The acidic aqueous

phase, free of acidic indoles, was discarded. The acidic ether

fractions were combined, reduced to dryness (Table II) and stored at

0°F in 15 n-il of methanol.

Examination and Selection of a Vertical
Column Technique for Purification

Two types of vertical column techniques were pre -tested with

synthetic IAA to determine which would provide maximum yield of

IAA at a minimum elution volume. The techniques were silica gel

column chromatography (Powell, 1.964), and Sephadex LH-20 gel

filtration (Steen and Elias son, 1969). Gel filtration yielded about 95%

of the IAA in an elution boundary of 40 ml while the chromatography

column did not reach 95% IAA removal until the elution boundary was

60 ml, The efficiency of the gel filtration technique in narrowing the

IAA band in the column and the fact that Sephadex LH-20 could be

cleansed of all components without removing it from the column were

the primary reasons for using gel filtration. Curves revealing the

efficiency of the two columns are shown in Figure 2,
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Preparation of the Sephadex LH-20 Column

A 250 ml buret was used to support the active column of

Sephadex LH-Z0. A slurry of 55 grams Sephadex LH-20 and 200 ml

95% ethanol plus 2 ml 0.00 1 M HCI was prepared nd allowed to swell in

the mixing flask for 38 hours. To prevent loss of Sephadex grains

and allow unobstructed flow of solute a small piece of glass wool was

inserted into the aperture above the stopcock. A level surface,

necessary to prevent trailing of eluted components, was provided by a

layer of treated sand placed above the aperture (Appendix A). The

Sephadex LH-20 was re-slurried in the acidified ethanol solvent and

gently, but continuously, poured down the inside surface of the buret

until the slurried mixture reached the upper lip of the buret. The bed

was allowed to settle evenly by opening the stopcock slightly and

permitting the solvent to drip into a 1 liter flask. A continuous

supply of solvent was provided to the column from a 2 liter reservoir

flask placed above the column and connected to it by a length of

1/8 inch Teflon tubing. The thin tube passed from the reservoir flask

through a rubber stopper placed in the upper opening of the buret

(Figure 3). An airtight seal was necessary to maintain a constant

30 mi/hour flow rate.

Testing the Sephadex LH-20 Column

64

Two milligrams of synthetic LAA (Appendix A) dissolved in 1 ml
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of acidified ethanol or the respective winter extract, to which had

been added an equivalent quantity of synthetic LAA, was applied to the

upper surface of the Sephadex bed through a 1 ml pipet. The sample

solution was allowed to settle several millimeters into the bed.

Acidified ethanol was then applied at intervals several milliliters at a

time and also permitted to settle into the active bed. Alter the sample

had penetrated several centimeters into the Sephadex bed, the

remainder of the buret volume was carefully filled with acidified

ethanol, so as not to disturb the upper bed surface. The rubber

stopper with reservoir tube link was set firmly In place and elution

commenced. The final dimensions of the active Sephadex bed mea-

sured 3. 2 cm by 35 cm.

Collection of 10 ml sample volumes using a fraction collector

(Appendix A) began the moment the extract sample was applied. Each

10 ml e].uate sample was analyzed in a Beckman Double Beam Spectro-

photometer ACTA III (Appendix A) scanning in the ultraviolet range

between 200 and 350 nm. Analysis of three synthetic IAA sample runs

plus each synthetic TAA-containing winter extract sample revealed

IAA elution between 270 and 310 mIs (Figure 2). Cleansing of the

Sephadex bed was accomplished by application of 250 ml of pyridine:

95% ethanol (1:1, v/v) after each sample eluti.on.

Preparation and Testing of the Silica Gel Column

Silic3 gel 100 /200 mesh (Appendix A) was chosen alter attempts
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to use finer mesh granules failed to provide desirable flow rates or

reasonable boundaries of LAA restrictions in the eluate. A slurry

combining 100 grams of 100/200 mesh silica gel with ZOO ml of

isopropanol:ammonia:water (10:1:1, v/v) was prepared and allowed to

swell for several hours, Procedures for buret preparation, filling

the column with silica gel-isopropanol:ammonia:water slurry and the

testing of samples were analogous to the techniques utilized with the

Sephadex column. The final dimensions of the active silica gel bed

and its flow rate were 3. 2 cm by 30 cm and 25 ml/hour respectively.

The major procedural difference was cleansing of the silica gel

after a chromatographic separation. Due to the fact that the silica gel

irreversibly binds various components it was not possible to clean and

re-use the column. For this reason, and because UV spectrophoto-

metric analysis showed IAA to be spread over a wider region on the

column, the silica gel separation procedure was abandoned.

Purification of Extract by Sephadex Gel Filtration

All extract samples were reduced to dryness on a rotary

evaporator and then taken up in 2 ml of acidic ethanol, The extract

mixture was applied to the Sephadex bed as described previously.

Eluate collection proceeded on the fraction collector and vials between

250 and 310 ml elution volume were combined, dried and stored at

0°F in 15 ml of methanol. After the portion of eluate containing
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indoleacetic acid had been collected, the Sephadex bed was eluted with

the pyridine-acidified ethanol solvent in preparation for the next

sample.

Der ivatization

The acidic indoles, including indoleacetic acid, are not suffi-

ciently volatile to be successfully analyzed by gas-liquid chroma-

tography (GLC). It is therefore necessary to derivatize the active

carboxyl group, and in some cases the nitrogen of the pyrrole ring,

in order to increase its volatility. The primary derivatization tech-

niques are; Boron trifluoride catalytic esterification (Stowe and

Schlike, 1963), diazomethylation (Schienk and Gellerman, 1960) and

trimethylsilylation (Kiebe, Finkbeiner and White, 1966). Of the three,

diazomethylation proved simple, inexpensive and efficient and was

therefore the method selected for derivatizatior of all samples.

Trimethylsilylation was initially tested and, though it was not chosen

as the primary method for this study, it was successfully used in a

supplementary role to improve the chromatographic isolation of IAA on

certain columns.

Diazomethylation

The procedure used for the production of diazomethane gas was

that introduced by Schienk and Gellerman (1960) and termed
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micromethylatiori because of the small, quantities of reactive compo-

nents necessary for complete sample derivatization.

Preparation of methylated derivatives was carried out in a.

ventilated hood due to the explosive nature of diazometharte gas when

accumulated in large quantities. Using the micro-method such

accumulation is unlikely, but nevertheless standard laboratory pre-

cautions were followed.

A ring stand and three clamps were assembled and adjusted so

that the glass arm portion of the test tubes, two of which bore a

rubber stopper to insure an airtight system, fit tightly into the mouth

of the adjacent tube. A third rubber stopper was placed on a micro-

pipet connected via tygon tubing to the nitrogen source. With the

exception of Diazald, the proper reactants were added to tubes 1 and

2 as indicated in Figure 4. The micro-pipet was then placed firmly in

tube 1 and the flow of nitrogen initiated and maintained at 6 mI/mm.

Au.xin samples were prepared by weighing out 15 mg of crystal-

line material and dissolving this in 3 ml of 10% methanol in ether,

The respective extracts were first reduced to dryness and then taken

up in an equivalent quantity of the solvent. The 3 ml sample was then

placed in tube 3, the site of methylation. The glass arm of tube 2

was inserted until the tip entered the sample solution and the rubber

stopper was firmly set in place, To initiate formation of diazomethane

gas an excess of Diazald, usually three to five times the equivalent
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amount of sample to be methylated, was dissolved in 1 ml diethyl

ether and poured into tube 2. Immediately tube 2 was sealed by

inserting the arm of tube 1 and securing the rubber stopper. Methyla-

tion was allowed to proceed for one hour. Completion was indicated

by the development of a yellow tinge in the sample solution being

methylated. The formation of diazomethane gas, proceeding in tube 2,

was terminated by pouring a solution of glacial acetic acid and ether

(1:1, v/v) into tube 2. The solution containing the methylated sample

was then transferred to an appropriate container and evaporated to

dryness by placing the container in a hot water bath and allowing a

stream of nitrogen to flow over the solvent. The dry extract samples

were taken up in 1 ml methanol and stored at 0°F. The synthetic

auxin samples were taken up in 15 ml methanol to make a 1 mg/l

solution and also stored at 0°F.

Trim ethyls ilylation

The process of trimethylsilylation is easy and convenient, but

necessitates the use of a relatively expensive silylating agent and pre-

cautions to insure an inert environment for the derivative. Since all

extract and auxin samples were methyl.ated, the use of trimethyl-

silyl.ation was performed on only a portion of the methylated samples

when chromatographic separation did not provide adequate isolation

of endogenous IAA from extract components
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One hundred iii of the methylated sample was placed in a micro-

vial and reduced to dryness under a stream of nitrogen. The dried

methylated sample was then dissolved in 60 l of acetonitrile to which

was added 40 p.l of the active trimethylsilyl donor, bis(trimethylsilyl)

acetamide (BSA) (Appendix A). The micro-vial was immediately

capped and left at room temperature for one hour at which time

silylation was complete (Grunwald, Mendez, and Stowe, 1969). The.

trimethylsilyl group, being highly reactive, replaces not only the

methyl ester on the carbonyl moiety but also the hydrogen bonded to

the indole nitrogen. Quantitative GLC data revealed trimethylsUyla-

tion to be equally efficient in sample derivatization as micro-

methylation with diazomethane gas.

Gas-Liquid Chromatography

A Hewlett-Packard 5750-B Research Chromatograph equi,pped

with a flame ionization detector was used for analysis of all deriva-

tized extract samples (Appendix A). Six different stationary phases

were chosen to test their applicability for isolation of endogenous LAA

from extract components. The solid support for all stationary liquid

phases was Gas-Chrom Q 80/100 mesh (Appendix A).

Preparation of GLC Columns

The procedure for obtaining the desired coating of stationary
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liquid phase on the solid support involved dissolving a known quantity

of liquid phase into a measured volume of the appropriate solvent

(Table III). The required amount of Gas -Chrom Q was slowly added

to this mixture as it was being stirred continuously. Stirring ceased

and the coated particles of the solid support were allowed to settle.

After five minutes floating particles were removed, the mixture re-

stirred to form a slurry and immediately poured onto a circular piece

of Whatman #1 filter paper resting in a Buchrier funnel. The funnel

was attached to a vacuum flask which was connected by a vacuum line

to an aspirator. A vacuum was applied to the system and excess

solvent withdrawn until only a damp bed of coated Gas-Chrom Q

remained. The coated Gas -Chrom Q was then placed in a heated

fluidizer and dried completely using a carefully adjusted flow of

nitrogen, A knowledge of the exact volume of initial and remaining

solvent, plus the weight of the stationary phase and solid support,

allowed determination of the percent liquid phase affixed to the solid

support (Kruppa, Henly, and Smead, 1967).

The columns used were either glass or stainless steel and

measured 6 feet by 1/16 inch inside diameter (Table III). Packing the

column was accomplished by fastening a.n aspirator-linked vacuum

line to the detector end of the column and pouring the coated solid

phase through a small funnel into the opposite end. To ensure

retention of. the packing a small piece of silane treated glass wool had
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Table III. Conditions Utilized for Qualitative and Quantitative Gas-
liquid Chromatographic Analysis of Douglas -fir Extracts.

Hi-Eff- Hi-Eff-
XE-60 SE-30 8-BP 8-BP

Columns 01 G SS2 SS

% Packing 3. 6 4. 2 2. 5 2. 5

Column Temp.
(methyl ester) 180 155 200 210
(trimethyl.silyL ester) 170

Detector Temp. 250 240 260 250

Injector Temp. 250 240 260 250

Flow rate mI/mm. 25 20 25 37

Rt IAA-methyl
(MeOH & DiEE)3 mm. 10. 0 5. 8 6. 5 15. 1

Rt IAA-methyl
(centrifugal) mm. 6. 5 5. 8 6. 5

R IAA-trimethylsilyl
(MeOH & DiEE) mm. 9.4

Sample injections d 5 5 5

Maximum operating
te'nip. °C 250 300 250 250

Preparatory solvents acetone chloroform chior oform chloroform

Polarity polar non-polar mod - polar mod-polar

Liquid phases tested (a) Hi-Eff-8-BP - 4. 2%, (b) Versamid-900 -
(not selected) 3. 6%, (c) SE-52 - 9. 8%, (d) SE-52 - 3. 1%,

(e) SE-30 - 6. 8%, and (f) DC-il - 11%

*GC conditions for GLC-MS analysis of spring 1971 di.ethytether and
spring 1972 methanol extracts. (1) 0 glass. (2) SS = stainless
steel. (3) MeOH - methanol; DiEE = diethyl ether. (4) The 1 iii
injection for GLC-MS analysis was equivalent in fresh weight of
plant ma.terial to that of a 5 i4 injection.
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been inserted into the detector end.. A vacuum was applied, then

after several centimeters of the detector end had been packed the

vacuum was increased. A uniform packing was achieved through the

entire length of the column by gentle vibration of the column during

packing. The column was then inserted into the gas chromatograph

and conditioned for a period of 48 to 72 hours at a column temperature

equivalent to the maximum limit of the stationary Liquid phase

(Mussini, DeNadai, FanelLi, and Frigerio, 1972). The operating

conditions plus chemical and physical characteristics of selected

liquid phases are presented in Table III.

After conditioning, the column was ready for initial testing with

respect to its efficiency in isolating endogenous IAA in an extract

sample. Test samples included synthetic indole-3-acetic acid, the

winter extracts to which had previously been added synthetic IAA azd

the Spring 1971 methanol extract. The Latter was chosen since it was

visually less pure than either the ether or centrifugal extracts, and

for that reason was considered to provide the most informative

results with respect to IAA isolation on a particular liquid phase under

specified operating conditions. Qualitative analysis, whether pre-

liminary or final, in olved using a..5 iJ injection volume from each

standard or extract sample (Table I). All injections were performed

using a 1Odmicro-syringe (Appendix A).

The following stationary phases were selected after all phases
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had been examined using the analytical procedures described:

(1) SiLicone GE SE-30 (SE-30 at 4. 2%), (2) SiLicone GE XE-60 (XE-60

at 3. 6%) and (3) Cyclohexanedimethanol Su.ccinate (Hi-Eff-8-BP at

2. 5%). The operating condition.s of these columns which were used in

extract analysis are listed in TabLe LU. Those liquid phases which

proved undesirable and the coatings at which they were tested are

also provided.

Preparation for Quantitative Analysis

The trimethylsilyl derivatives of the diethyl ether extract and

methylated centrifugal extracts from the three seasonal collections

were examined quantitatively on the XE-60 column using a Hewlett-

Packard Electronic Integrator (Appendix A). The integrator measures

peak area as a function of the absolute quantity o LAA monitored by the

flame ionization detector. An arbitrary number is then printed

which corresponds to the given quantity of LAA eluted. By constructing

a calibration curve for IAA it becomes possible to relate the arbi-

trary numerical values to a known concentration of IAA.

Thirty milligrams f indole-.3-acetic acid was weighed to the

nearest tenth of . milligram and methylated as previously described.

The methylated residue was then dissolved in 6 ml of methanol so that

a 5 l injection woiU.d yield 25 g LAA. Serial dilutions were made

from thls primary standard to yield the following LAA concentrations
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with each 5 ii injection: 10 .J.g, 5 g, 2. 5 j.g, 1. g, 0. 5 g, and 0. 1

.J.g. After the methyl.atecl IAA standards had each been tested a,t least

three times and the corresponding integrator values obtained, each

methylated standard was converted to its trimethylsilyl counterpart as

described previously. The trimethylsilyl derivatives of the IAA

standards were then replicated three times and their representative

integrator values acquired. The data collected frcrn the separate

tests were plotted on log-log graph paper and used to construct two

calibration curves, one used with the Spring 1971 methylated centri-

fugal extract, the second with the Spring 1972 methylated centrifugal

extract and the trimethylsilyl derivatives of the diethyt ether extracts,

The extracts were anaLyzed in replicates of five, each replicate

represented by a 5 i injection sample which corresponded to a speci.

fic gram fresh weight quantity of shoot material. The weights of

each extract sample are listed in Table I. The five integrator values

obtained per extract sample were averaged and the resulting figure

converted, by use of the appropriate calibration curve, to the level of

IAA in micrograms contained in a 5 l injection sample.

Gas- L4iquid Chromatogra phy - -Mass Spectrometry

Operational. Conditions

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an extremely useful analytical tool

since it provides for the defnitive analysis of extract components
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separated by gas-liquid chromatography. In the present study the

gas-liquid chromatography-mass spectrornetry (GLC-MS) system

used was the Finnigan Series 1015-C Quadrupole Mass Analyser-Gas

Chromatograph System. The operating conditions prescribed for GLC

separation of extract components on a stainless steel Hi-Eff-8-BP

column are given in Table III. The parameters for mass analysis of

the standard LAA and extract samples were set as follows: (1) scan

speed = 1 second, (2) filament characteristics = 400 pa at 70 eV,

(3) multiplier energy = 2. 7 KV, (4) preamp filter sensitivity =

lo/1o00, (5) first to last mass 34 to 1000, (6) mass range

selector = 10 to 250, (7) temperatures of the manifold, transfer and

0 0 0interface respectively = 145 C, 220 C arid 210 C, and (8) torr

5 x 10

Procedure for Analysis

Methylated extract samples from the methanol spring 1972 and

diethyl ether spring 1971 collections were used for analysis since

endogenous IAA was isolated most efficiently from these extracts

using the stainless steel Hi-EfC-8-BP column. The stainless steel

feature of the column made it easily adjustable for insertion into the

Firmigan Gas Chromatograph. Since a 1 i limit was set with respect

to quantity of sample injected, each extract sample was concentrated

by reducing its solvent volume by a factor of five. This made a 1 ut
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injection quantitatively equivalent to the 5 l injections used for

qualitative analysis and ensured the presence of a detectable level of

endogenous IAA for mass analysis.

A 1 g sample of methylated IAA was introduced into the GLC-

MS system. The ensuing GLC peak was scanned for mass analysis

with the results being reproduced on light sensitive paper. Both

extract samples were analyzed in a similar manner with mass spectral

scans taken in the "valleyt' prior to the proposed IAA peak, i. e.

background, and at the top of the proposed EAA peak. This provided

five mass spectrograms for interpretation: (1) a mass ion trace of

the IAA standard, (2) a trace of the pattern of mass ions present in

the backgrotnd of the respective extracts and (3) a mass ion trace of

each proposed IAA extract peak. Using the LAA standard mass ion

trace as a guide, the proposed IAA peak was analyzed wtth respect to

background interference.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Techniques and precision instruments, designed to provide

definitive information concerning the presence of indole-3-acetic

acid in biological extracts, have been used successfully in the present

study. The results acquired by these methods are presented in the

following section, accompanied by a discussion of their qualitative and

quantitative value in comparison with similar investigations.

De r ivati za ti on

Derivatization of components contained in plant extracts,

especially endogenous LAA, is essential if gas-liquid chromatography

is to be used in component separation and/or analysis. The availab],e

techniques capable of achieving 95% derivatizatiori are: (1) diazometh-

ylation (Mekay, 1948; Schlerik and Gellerman, 1960), (2) esterifi.catiori

with boron trifluoride-methanol (Metcalf e and Schmttz, 1961),

(3) trimethylsilylation (Pierce, 1960; Ktebe, Finkbeiner, and White,

1966) and (4) flash heater methylation using .trimethylanilinium hydrox-

ide (Brochmann-Hanssen and Olawuyioke, 1969).

The advantages and procedural details for diazomethylation

(Schienk and Gellermann, 1 960) and trimethyls ilylatiori (Grunwald,

Mendez, and Stove, 1969) are presented under the materials and

methods section. Re -derivatization with bis-(trimethyls ilyl)acetamide

80
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(BSA) of rnethylated synthetic IAA arid plant extract samples revealed

each technique to be efficient and similar with respect to completeness

of sample modification (Figure 17), Diazomethylation, as described,

theoretically provides 100% methylation and since trimethyls ilytatiori

yielded equivalent component derivatization, it was assumed that

losses due to either technique were negligible. The importance of

incorporating the use of both methods into one study was suggested by

Grunwald, Mendez, and Stowe (1969) and the practical application of

re-derivatization, introduced in this study, can be observed by

comparing GLC chromatograms of extract samples separated on the

XE-60 (3. 6%) column (Figures 5 and 6). Re-derivatization with BSA

did not always prove advantageous, as was the case when using Hi-

Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) and SE-30 (4. 2%) columns. This result was due to

extract components with retention times greater than IAA in the

methylated form being altered by silylation in such a way that some

were brought in close proximity to EAA, thus masking, either partially

or fully, the endogenous IAA on the chromatograms. This explanation

shows why the method was successful with the XE-60 (3. 6%) column

and considerably more practical than attempting further purification

of extracts.

All of the derivatization techniques mentioned, with the excep-

tion of flash heater methylation, have found considerable use in

preparation of synthettc i.ndole derivatives and/or plant extracts for
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GLC analysis. Flash heater methylation, a relatively new procedure,

occurs upon injection of methanol solutions of trimethylanilium salts

of the components to be esterified. Thermal decomposition of com-

ponents in the injection port results to yield methyl derivatives suitable

for quantitative GLC analysis. Even though its use with indoles has

not been reported, the method has proved successful with phenolic

alkaloids, barbiturates and xanthine bases, thus suggesting that its

application to incloles is feasible (Brockmann-Hanssen and Olawuyoke,

1969).

GLC Results and Discussion

The information obtained from gas-liquid chromatographic

analysis of Douglas-fir extract samples is presented in three

segments, each represented by a particular stationary phase.

SE-30 (4. 2%) - Qualitative Analysis

The retention time (Rt) for IAA on the SE-30 (4, 2%) column was

5. 86 minutes (column temperature = 150°C). The spring collections,

whether extracted by methanol, diethyl ether or by centrifugal force,

each revealed a peak at the exact Rt of synthetic IAA and in all cases

this same peak was enhanced when a minute quantity of synthetic IAA

was added to the respective spring extract sample. Endogenous [AA,

if present in the extract samples collected during the winter (late
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December), was not detected. However, addition of synthetic IAA to

the winter extract samples did result in the indication of a new peak

analogous to the Rt of endogenous JAA present in the spring collections.

Thus evidence showing seasonal variation of endogenous IAA in

Douglas-fir was demonstrated on the SE-30 (4. 2%) column (Figures

5-8).

The quality of the gas chromatogram traces varied according to

the method of extraction, The centrifugal and diethyl ether extract

samples from each spring collection and the winter centrifugal. coUec-

tion were free from component interference in the Rt range of 5, 5 to

6. 5 minutes, thus allowing endogenous IAA to display an unobstructed

peak. The winter diethyl ether extract sampLe, as well as the

corresponding methanol sample, contained a component at Rt 6, 15

which varied seasonally in a fashion opposite to that of IAA nd was

present in significant quantity to mask any minute amounts of endo-

genous EAA that might have been present (Figures 5 and 6). The

nature of the component at Rt 6, 15 minutes is not known. The

methanol extracts from the spring collections each demonstrated

satisfactory qualitative evidence for endognous IAA but displayed

adjacent components substantial enough to interfere with obtaining

accurate quantitative data (Figure 5). Due to this problem with the

methanol extract, which was not alleviated by the formation of

trirnethylsilyl derivatives, the SE-30 (4. 2%) column was used to

provide only qualitative information.
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Figure 5. Chroma.togram representation of methyl ester derivatives
of methanol extracts: SE-30 (4. 2%) column, Dotted line
represents change in sensitivity.
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Figure 6. Chromatogram representation of methyl ester derivatives
of diethyl ether extracts: SE-30 (4. 2%) column. Dotted
line represents change in sensitivity.
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Figure 7. Chrornatograrn representation of methyl ester derivatives
of centrifugal extracts: SE-30 (4. 2%) column. Dotted
line represents change in sensitivity.
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It should be mentioned that the scarcity of extract components

present on SE-30 (4. 2%) gas chromatogram traces was due to the low

column temperatures (150°C) maintained for satisfactory separation

and retention time of endogenous IAA. By increasing the column

temperature to 180°C an enormous quantity of unidentified compounds

is eluted from the column in a period of five minutes (Figure 8b).

The stationary phase, SE-30, is a popular and commonly used

liquid phase for separation of indole derivatives (Stowe and Schilke,

1964; Dedio and Zalik, 1966; St. John, Brook and Biggs, 1967;

Grunwald, Mendez, and Stowe, 1969) and, as was the case in my

investigation, outperformed the closely related SE-52 in most

instances (Stowe and Schilke, 1964; Grunwaid, Vendrell, and Stowe,

1967). Its use for separation of constituents of plant extracts, of

greater interest to this study, was satisfactorily demonstrated with

tissue extracts of Nicotiana (Bayer, 1969; Syno and Furuyo, 1972),

Lycopersicon (Aung, 1972), Pinus silvestris (Alden, 1971) and

cctton fruits (Davis, Heinz, and Addi.cott, 1960), the latter investiga-

tion using trirnethyi.silyl derivatives as opposed to methylated deriva-

tives for component separation and analysis. Evaluation of the data

from these studies, and the present investigation, indicates SE-30

to be dependable enough for use in related studies in the future.



Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) - Qualitative Analysis

Indole-3 -acetic acid revealed a retention time of 6. 5 minutes

(column temperature 200°C) on the stainless steel Hi-Eff-8-BP

(2. 5%) column. Each methylated spring extract sample possessed a

peak analogous in Rt value to that of synthetic IAA, and which was

enhanced by addition o synthetic IAA. Methytated extracts derived

from the winter collection showed partial interference from an

unknown component at 6,8-7. 0 minutes which masked minute quan-

tities of endogenous TAA that might have been present. However, the

levels being masked would still have been several orders of magnitude

lower than that of spring extracts, as can be seen in Figures 9-12.

Thus, as with the SE-30 (4, 2%) column, seasonal variation of endo-

genous IAA was demonstrated on the Fli-Eff-.8-BP (2, 5%) column

between extract samples from winter and spring collections.

Chromatogram quality was not as good with Hi-.Eff-8-BP (2, 5%)

as with SE-30 (4. 2%), This problem arose from interference by the

unknown at Rt 6. 8-7. 0 minutes, which not only hampered the winter

extracts, as mentioned, but the spring centrifugal extract samples as

well (Figure 11), The spring methanol and diethyl ether extract

samples (methylated form) sustained only minor interference from

this unknown and thus produced satisfactory traces. Specifically, the

spring 1971 diethyl ether and spring 1972 methanol extracts

89
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Figure 9. Chromatogram representation of methyl ester derivatives
of methanol extracts: Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) column.
Dotted line represents change in sensitivity.
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Figure 10. Chromatogram representation of methyl ester derivatives
of diethyl ether extracts: 1-Ii-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) column.
Dotted line represents change in sensitivity.
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Figure 11. Chromatogram representation of methyl ester derivatives
of centrifugal, extracts: Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) column.
Dotted lire represents change in sensitivity.
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(methylated form) yielded nearly complete isolation of endogenous IAA

and were therefore chosen as representatives for mass spectral

analysis (Figure 12 a and b). Even though better separations were

demonstrated on both the SE-30 (4. 2%) and XE.-60 (3, 6%) columns, the

fact that Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) had been packed into a stainless steel

column as opposed to glass made this column suitable for reshaping

and installation into the smaller oven of the Finnigan gas chromato-

graph.

An additional unknown at Rt 5, 1 minutes, present in high con-

centration, preceded endogenous IAA and proved helpful as an internal

marker for informal determination of relative retention time

(Figures 9-12). This compound served a similar function during

separation and analysis using the XE-60 (3. 6%) column except that the

Rt value was several minutes greater than that of IAA (Figures 13-15).

The positional change of the component from a retention time less than

IAA (}ii-Eff-8-BP, 2. 5%) to one greater than IAA (XE-60, 3, 6%) was

undoubtedly due to the different chemical and physical separation

characteristics of the two columns (Table III). Separation of the

unknown on SE-30 (4. 2%) was delayed, thus .producing a peak too

distant from endogenous IAA to be of use in calculation of relative

retention time,

Grunwald, Vendrell, and Stowe (1967) reported excellent

separations of methylated indole derivatives using Hi-Eff-8-BP, This
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was Later extended to include the trimethylsilyl derivatives of several

acidic indoles as well (Grunwald, Mendez3 and Stowe, 1969).

Unfortunately their investigations did not include an evaluation of the

ability of Hi-Eff-8-BP to separate extract components. The results

of the present study, however, indicated Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) to be

adequate for isolation of endogenous LAA from plant constituents after

moderate extract purification.

Evaluation of Versamid-900 (3, 6%)has been reported to be

superior to SE-30, SE-52 and Hi-Eff-8-BP for separation of indolic

methyl esters (Stowe and Schilke, 1964; Gruriwald, Vendrell, and

Stowe, 1967) and trimethylsilyl esters (Grunwald, Mendez, and Stowe,

1969), In the present investigation, Versamid-900 proved to be

unsatisfactory for Isolation of endogenous IAA from extract components

due to excessive peak broadening at column temperatures giving IAA a

desirable retention time (5-10 minutes). Alleviation of this problem

may be feasible by using a thinner liquid phase coating, possibly

between 2. 5 and 3. 0%.

XE-60 (3, 6%) - Qualitative Analysis

Results from the XE-60 (3, 6%) column demonstrates the effec-

tiveness of re-derivatization of methylated extract samples with the

si.lylating agent bis-(trimethylsilyl) acetamide (Figures 13 and 14).

The quality of the XE-60 chromatogram trace from each of the
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methylated extract samples varies considerably with respect to the

three methods of extraction, but do so in a logical fashion. Solvent

extraction with methanol, which performs the most efficient removal

of plant constituents, produced sample extracts in which isolation

of endogenous J,AA was hampered by severe interference from extract

components (Figure 13), The less efficient diethyl ether extraction

provided sample extracts of a slightly higher degree of purity, such

that interference was decreased and reliability of chromatogram

evidence for endogenous LAA increased (Figures 14 and 16a), Centri-

fugal extraction, which proved extremely selective in component

extraction, greatly reduced the number of plant constituents present

in sample extracts and provided a sample of sufficient purity for clear-

cut OLIC identification of endogenous LAA (Figures 15 and 16b),

Because of the quality and reliability of XE -60 (3. 6%)

chromatographic evidence for endogenous IAA in methylated centrifugal

extracts from Douglas-fir the additional step of re-derivatizatioti with

BSA was unnecessary. The peak at = 9. 4 minutes (column

temperature = 180°C) represents endogenous IAA and was enhanced

by the addition of synthetic LAA to sample extracts (Figure 15), The

unknown component eluted after IAA at an Rt = 12. 3 minutes and

present at exceptionally high levels complemented retention time and

enhancement evidence by allowing for additional comparison of the

relative retention times of endogenous IAA and endogenous IAA
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Figure 15. Chromatogram representation of methyl and trimethyl-
sUyI ester derivatives of the centrifugal extracts:
XE -60 (3. 6%) colutnn. Dotted line represents change
in sensitivity.
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enhanced by a small quantity of synthetic IAA, Methylated methanol

and diethyl ether extract samples, except those from winter collec-

tions, each possessed a partially resolved peak that corresponded to

the of synthetic IAA (10. 0 minutes) and which was enhanced by

addition of synthetic LAA to extract samples, Again the unknown

component at = 12, 3 minutes assisted in IAA identification by

permitting determination and comparison of relative retention times

of enhanced and unenhanced endogenous IAA in extract samples. The

quality of all XE-60 (3, 6%) chromatogram traces from methylated

extract samples was adequate for demonstration of seasonal variation

of endogenous IAA levels in Douglas-fir, but was inadequate, except

for centrifugal samples, for quantitative analysis.

To clarify the questionable results obtained with certain

methylated samples, each sample was re-derivatized with BSA and

XE-60 (3. 6%) chromatogram traces of the newly formed trimethylsilyl

derivatives of the methanol and diethyl ether extract components were

obtained (Figures 13 and 14). The trimethylsilyl ester of endogerious

IAA was represented by a peak at Rt = 5, 4 minutes (column tempera-

ture = 170°C) which was analogous to the Rt value of synthetic IAA and

displayed enhancement with addition of small amounts of synthetic JAA

to extract samples. The endogenous IAA peak in each of the spring

extract samples, from both methanol and diethyl ether extraction

procedures, was isolated, and thus provided excellent visual
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confirmation of seasonal variation in IAA levels between extract

samples obtained from spring and winter collections. In addition, the

distinct separation on the XE-60 (3. 6%) column of trimethylsilyl

derivatives allowed methanol and diethyl ether extract samples, plus

those samples from methylated centrifugal extracts, to be utilized in

determination of the quantitative levels of endogenous IAA present in

Douglas-fir during active growth (spring) and dormant (winter)

periods (Figures 13 and 14). Since theprimary concern in the present

study was the qualitative identification of IAA in Douglas-fir, quantita-

tive aspects were not emphasized. As aresult only sampLes from

methylated centrifugal extracts and trimethylsilyl derivatives of diethyl

ether extracts were evaluated quantitatively, the purpose being to

compare the efficiency of centrifugal extraction to that of the conven-

tional solvent extraction method.

XE-60 (3, 6%) - Quantitative Determinations

Establishment of a calibration curve for IAA (Figure 17) was

accomplished by injecting known concentrations of IAA standards

(0. 1 - 25. 0 p.g's) into the gas chromatograph, and for each standard

obtaining a corresponding numerical value from the electronic

integrator. Integrator values representing the levels of endogenous

EAA present in diethyl ether and centrifugal extracts of spring collec-

tions were obtained by a similar procedure. Quantitative information
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for each extract sample was obtained by convering its numerical inte-

grator value to the corresponding concentration in micrograms of

endogerious IAA present in a 5 microtiter injection by utilization of the

calibration curve. The integrator value obtained from the diethyl

ether winter extract, to which had been added 2 mg of synthetic IAA

prior to initiation of purification procedures, was converted to micro-

grams per 5 microliter injection by the same method. The concentra-

tion of synthetic IAA in pg's/S i.&l injection present in the diethyl ether

winter extract after solvent partitioning, column separation and GLC

preparation for analysis represented the quantity of IAA which

remained, and revealed that quantity which had been lost (95%) during

extract preparation. Determination of the approximate quantity of

synthetic IAA lost during preparation for final analysis was the key

used to convert micrograms of endogenous IAA per 5 microliter injec-

tion to milligrams of endogenous IAA per kilogram fresh weight. This

calculation assumes that the loss of endogenous IAA sustained in each

extract sample was proportional to the quantity present in the sample.

'Ihe results depicted in Figure 18 visually indicate extraction

by centrifugation to be two to three times as efficient as solvent

extraction with diethyl ether in acquisition of endogenous IAA from

Douglas-fir tissue extracts. Similar results were obtained from

bioassay data by Goldschmidt and Monselise (1968) with citrus stems

in which centrifugal extraction appeared to be 10 times more effic.ent



Figure 18. Quantitative levels of indole-3-acetic acid in shoots of
Douglas -fir.

CentrUugal extracts: (a) Spring 1971 = 2. 36 mg/I,
(b) Spring 1972 1.38 mg/I.

Diethyl ether extracts (trimethylsilyl): (a) Spring
1971 = 0. 72 mg/I, (b) Spring 1972 = 0. 69 mg/I.

All winter levels below 0. 005 mg/I.
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than extraction by methanol, They explained the discrepancy as being

due, at least partially, to considerably higher inhibitor levels in the

methanol extract than were present in centrifugal extracts. In the

present study the discrepancy is very likely due to differential losses

of endogenous LAA during redaction of primary extracts to dryness via

rotary evaporation, IAA being sublimed in vacuo to a greater extent

when in diethyl ether than 20% methanol (Mann and Jaworski, 1970),

Loss by this means would have effected the 2 mg sample of synthetic

LAA in the diethyl ether winter extract to the same degree as endo-

genous IAA in the spring diethyl ether extract samples, but would have

had a reduced effect on endogenous LAA in centrifugal extract samples.

This loss would result in an under-estimation in the calculation of

endogenous IAA in the diethyl ether extracts and an over-estimation

in centrifugal extracts,

The significant feature of the quantitative investigation was the

support it gave to qualitative GLC data which had revealed endogenous

IAA levels from spring collections to be in considerable excess to that

of winter collections. Exact quantitative information on the level of

IAA in winter extracts was not possible since these levels were below

the ljmts of detection. What can be concluded from this analysis is

that endogenous IAA is present at levels between 0. 7 and 2, 5 mg/kg

fresh weight during active growth periods but during dormancy its

levels do not exceed 0. 005 mg/kg fresh weight, if it is present at all,
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Accurate estimates of endogenous LAA in plant tissue extracts

are extremely elusive. One can never be absolutely positive that the

estimate which he obtained represents the actual level of IAA present

at the time of extraction, or whether operational errors altered the

true value. This is especially true when working with coniferous plant

specimens where eyen qualitative data acquired by information con-

tributed from bioassays and coLorimetric analysis are considered

questionable and unreliable (Giertych, 1964). Since most quantitative

results arise out of data acquired from bioassays one must be cautious

when evaluating reported levels of endogenous IAA present in various

plant species. The quantity of endogenous IAA which I found in spring

extracts of Douglas-fir shoots lies in the mid-range with respect to

values stated in the literature. Working with immature corn kernels

Srivastava (1963) estimated the level of LAA to be 3. 9 mg/kg fresh

weight. Nitsch (1955) found a kilogram of dried strawberry achenes

to contain betWeen 1. 5 and 2. 0 mg/kg of ]AA, while estimations of

LAA levels in Nicotiana (Bayer, 1969), Populus tremula (Elias son,

1969) and Pinus silvestris (Alden, 1971) were reported at 0. 20, 0. 20

and 0. 24 mg/kg fresh weight respectively. All of these quantitative

investigations, except that by Alden (1971), obtained their data via

bioassay, a non-definitive procedure when component separations are

performed, as they were in these studies, by paper chromatography.

Aldéi (1971) instead of using a bioassay, incorporated the use of
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fluorimetry to acquire quantitative data, but his use of paper

chromatography for IAA isolation decreased reliability of his values

since fluorimetry cannot distinguish between certain closely related

indoles or similar compound classes (Bowman, Caulfield, and

Unenfriend, 1963; Hutzinger and Zander, 1969). Unfortunately cer-

tain problems, whether they arise from instrumentational inadequacies

or unintentional errors committed by the investigator, will continue to

plague the acceptability of quantitative data for some time to come.

Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) - Determination
of Mass Spectra

The definitive evidence obtained by mass spectral analysis of

the proposed endogenous IAA peak isolated by gas-liquid cIiromato-

graphy is presented in Figure 19. The two most important ion traces

in the mass spectral scan of synthetic or endogenous IAA are those

which represent the indole molecule, m/e (mass/charge) = 130, and

the methyl ester of jndole-3-acetic acid, m/e 189. These ions are

of high enough mass-to-charge ratio to be free of background inter-

ference and proportionally present to a greater degree than smaller

ion fragments, making their positive identification simple and reliable.

The mass spectrogram in Figure 19 reveals that the proposed IAA

peak, present in the spring 1971 diethyl ether and spring 1972 methanol

extract samples (Figure 12), displayed parent (189 m/e) and base

(130 m/e) ions identical to those yielded by synthetic IAA, The
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corresponding mass-to-charge positions in the background specto-

gram, taken in the ttvalleytt prior to the proposed XAA peaks are

completely free of these representative ions. Minor ions at m/e

values of a) 49, 50 and 51, b) 77 and c) 102 and 103 were present in the

background spectogram and spectograms obtained from mass analysis

of either endogenous or synthetic LAA peaks. By closer examination

of the different mass spectograms a 40-50% enhancement of each

minor ion was found in Qnly those spectograms representing syn

thetic IAA or sample extracts in which the proposed endogenous LAA

peak had been analyzed. The evidence obtained from mass spectral

analysis confirmed and gave definitive support to gas-liquid chroma-

tography data and provided unequivocal proof for the occurrence and

seasonal variation of endogenous IAA in shoots of Douglas-fir.

Mass ion values for the methyl ester of indole-3-acetic acid and

the resulting ion fragments were described by Stenhagen, Abraharnsson

and Mchafferty (1970). Previous use of GLC-MS for definitive

analysis of IAA in plant extracts, to my knowledge, has not been

reported. The importance of the GLIC-MS system as an extremely

valuable tool for evaluation of constituents in biological extracts is

receiving increased recognition and its use in analysis is recommended.



SUMMARY

Three extraction techniques were utilized in removing endogenous

IAA from termita1 and primary lateral shoots of Douglas-fir collected

during spring (mid-June) and winter (late December). The first

was solvent extract using methanol for one collection series and

anhydrous diethyl ether for another. The third technique involved

ceritrifugation of shoots in 20% methanol. Each extract sample was

partitioned between sodium bicarbonate and diethyl ether to isolate

the acidic components. This fraction was further refined by gel

filtration using a Sephadex LH-2Q column. The respective portions of

eJ.uate containing IAA from each sample extract were collected,

reduced to dryness and deivatized via diazomethylattori in preparation

for GLC separation and analysis.

Three different liquid stationary phases, XE-60 (3. 6%), Hi-Eff-

8-NP (2, 5%) and SE-30 (4. 2%), were used in separation of methylated

extract components to allow for qualitative identification of endogenous

[AA. With the possible exception of methylated methanol and dtethyl

ether extracts examined on the XE-60 (3. 6%) column, reliable

evidence for the occurrence and seasonal variation of endogenous IAA

was obtained from the following: (1) methylated centrifugal extracts

on the XE-60 (3. 6%) column, (2) all methylated sample extracts

tested on the Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) column, and (3) all rriethylated

111
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sample extracts evaluated on the SE-30 (4. 2%) column. To increase

the qualitative value of data acquired using the XE-60 (3. 6%) column

the methylated methanol and diethyl ether extract samples were

re derivatized with bis -(trimethyls ilyl)acetamide. Formation f the

trimethylsilyl. derivatives altered component separation of extract

constituents on the XE-60 (3. 6%) column so that Isolation and subs e-

quent identification of endogenous T.AA was satisfactorily demonstrated.

Methylated extract components present in diethyl ether and

methanol extracts, collected in the spring of 1971 and 1972 respec-

tively, were separated on the Hi-Eff-8-BP (2. 5%) column and analyzed

by mass spectrometry. Comparison of spectograms obtained by mass

analysis of the synthetic IAA peak, the proposedIAA peak of sample

extracts and the valley prior to the proposed endogenous IAA peak

of sample extracts provided conclusive evidence for the support of

qualitative GLC data.

Quantitative evaluation of ezidogenous IAA levels was acquired

from methylated centrifugal extracts and trimethylsilyl derivatives

of diethyl ether extracts of spring collections using the XE-60 (3, 6%)

column. The level of endogenous IAA present in 8pring extracts was

found to be in a concentration range between 0. 7 and 2. 5 mg/kg fresh

weight, while undetectable winter levels were estimated to be not in

excess of 0. 005 mg/kg fresh weight.

Mass analysis of proposed endogenous IAA peaks and the
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accumulation of gas-Liquid chromatographic information from tissue

samples extracted seasonaUy by three different methods unequivo.

call.y demonstrates the occurrence and seasonal variation of indole-

3-acetic acid in shoots of Douglas-fir.
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APPENDIX A

MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTATION USED IN
PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS

No. Item Location of manufacturer

1 Beckman Double Beam Beckman Instrument Inc.
Spectrophotometer 2500 Harbor Blvd.
ACTA-Ill Fullerton, Calif. 92634

2 International Centrifuge Braun-Knecht-Heimatrn Co.
Type SB San Francisco, Calif.

3 Sorvall Superspeed RC-2-B Ivan Sorvall Inc.
Automatic R efrige rated Newton, Connecticut 06470
Centrifuge

4 Hewlett-Packard 5750 -B Hewlett-Packard
Research Chromatograph 16399 W. Bernardo

San Diego, Calif. 92127

5 Finnigan 1015-C Mass Finnigan Corporation
Spectrometer-Gas 595 N. Pastoria Ave.
Chromatograph System Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

6 Hewlett-Packard 3370-B Hewlett-Packard
Integrator 16399 W. Bernardo

San Diego, Calif. 92127

7 Fraction Collector 820 Instrumentation Specialties Co.
4700 Superior
Lincoln, Nebraska 68504

8 Rinco Btkhi Rotary-
evaporator Rinco Instrument Company Inc.

Greenville, Illinois

9 Hi-Elf Fluidizer

10 Silicone GE-XE-60 (25%
cyanoethyl, methyl)

(Continued on next page)
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Appendix A. (Continued)

10 (cont1d)
Silicone GE..SF-30 (methyl.
Silicone GE-SE-52 (5%
phenyl methyl)
Silicone DC-il (sjlcone
grease)
Versamid 900 (polyamide
resin)
Hi-Eff-8-BP Cyclohexane
dimethano]. s ucci.nate

11 Gas Chroni Q 80 /100 mesh

12 Silica gel 100 /200 mesh

13 Sand-washed & ignited
(Code 2171)

14 Sephadex LH-20 (25-100)

15 2-(2-Ethoxyethoxy) ethanol
''Garb itol'

16 N-methyl-N-ni.troso-p-
totuenes ulfonamide
"Diaza],d"

17 Indole -3-acetic acid

18 Micro-syringe (10 p.1,
50 p.1 and 1000 p.l)

)
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Mathesotb Coleman and Bell
Manufacturing Chemists
Norwood, Ohio

Applied Chemical
General Chemical Division
Morristown, New Jersey
Pharmacia Ftne Chemicals
Piscataway, New Jersey
J. J. Baker Chemical Co.
Phillipsburg, New Jersey
Aldrich Chemical Company Inc.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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